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The first few semesters of college are like windows on a
bus. You are going somewhere new and there are new
vistas and strange buildings, wide fields and dark tunnels.
Everything is new, but there is also an effect of looking at
the windows. Imposed on the outside world there is also
a reflection of yourself and your luggage on the seat with
you.
The English students featured in this book are seeing
things from a different light now. They are on a new bus
traveling to exciting adventures. You will see their dreams
and excitement, but also a reflection of who they were and
what they have brought with them.
We invite you to join them in their journey as they
recount their experiences and hopefully you will also see a
bit of yourself reflected in their windows.
Truly they speak clearly and beautifully and as each
exits into a new arena listen for the sound of the crashing
mic.
They said it all.

Welcome!

OPPORTUNITIES OF LIFE

Adela Lukasova

It's a peaceful summer night. I'm sitting on the ground
next to my older brother and grandparents, making a
bonfire out in the forest near our cottage. We are roasting
sausages while listening to the story of our grandmother
from the time she was a little girl. My grandmother
breathes in and begins to tell her story. "I was just like
you, Adelka, a beautiful young girl, standing in silence,
crossing my arms while watching the tanks, motorcycles
and trucks quietly going through our city. The German
Occupation Army marched to Prague during the years
when our country was still called Czechoslovakia. We
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knew a new cycle in our country's history was about to
start."
I also remember another story of hers. "It was the month
of March. The whole city of Prague was covered with
snow. I saw people throwing snowballs at the soldiers who
were marching. People in the community were angry.
Adelka, your mother was a baby, crying out of fear, while
the Nazi raised their flags with the tallest masts across the
city for a few days." My grandmother lived during the
World War II until the arrival of the Russian "liberators"
in 1945, which led us up to another form of tyranny
government system. She and my mom grew up under the
oppressive Communism regime, so the dream of freedom
and equal opportunities were simply impossible, or better
said, unheard of.
Communism was a political ideology that proclaims
joint ownership, rejects class divisions, and wants to
achieve unclassified society. So educated people who
studied hard for a better quality of life had to flee overseas
to find better opportunities, whilst the less fortunate had
no other option but to stay in Czechoslovakia until they
died. A common form of repression was, for example, if
a person showed feelings against the new communist
government, you were banned from accessing higher
education. No one had the freedom of speech or
movement.

There

was

no

right

to

vote,

either.

Communism's best way to hold power was to keep people
ignorant and uneducated. So after my grandmother's
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story, I wondered what freedom meant to those who live
during that time. My mother, for instance, had big dreams
of traveling and learning about other cultures and places
but having access to free education at that time was
literally a dream impossible to achieve. And even worse,
learning English somehow represented a way to go against
communism.
It was a chilly Saturday night. The clock strikes
midnight at the beginning of a new day. I couldn't close
my eyes, even for a minute. I am feeling so nervous. I'm
getting an upset stomach, but my enthusiasm is beyond
my imagination. My brother starts the car to warm up the
engine for the long ride that awaited us. He and my dad
are taking me to the airport. When we finally got to Prague
airport, located two hours and a half away from my
hometown,

beautiful memories

from

my

previous

experience living in Prague came to mind. A place when I
started nursery school for a couple of years back and when
my independence started.
It was a warm day of 24 of August 2014, a very important
day that changed the course of my life. I must pack my bags
to hop on a plane. It is certainly not a typical trip to other
cities across the Czech Republic but a very important one.
I had to board on a plane that will take me to North
America! Although this trip was going to be only for a
year to work as an au pair, being away from my family
was also going to be my very first time abroad, living on
the other side of the world. "ls this even possible? Am
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I dreaming?" I asked myself several times. When saying
goodbye to my beloved ones, tears streamed down from
my eyes in the airport. I was crying a lot. Saying good~bye
to my family was definitely a painful experience. Also, I
was a little scared for this trip. I had never been anywhere
by myself for so long, yet it was the time to go see the
world, live new adventures and learn new experiences that
would shape the way I see life today. However, there was
an unexpected situation that wasn't in my plans at all:
English language learning. A wish that my lovely mother
once had to accomplish her dreams of traveling and being
free but never did, unfortunately.
I still recall that day of August as it was yesterday. It's
been three and half years now since I arrived here. I had
finally left a small and picturesque Czech Republic, a place
that has been my home my entire life just to become
another newcomer in the United States of America. The
country

that

is

so

different

to

mine

culturally,

economically and socially speaking. Every time I look
back, I realize how time has passed by so fast since I got
here. This experience however, has come not only with
lots of fun adventures but also with many mistakes, trials
and tribulations. One important struggle I had and that
cause me a strong impact in my life? Learning English!
Before I came to the United States, my English language
skills were very poor. I wasn't able to neither speak clearly
nor write well. Back in the Czech Republic, English
language instruction isn't the best, and only the wealthy
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have access to a high-quality English learning. During the
communist era, learning English was synonymous of
going against the regime, so Russian was the mandatory
language of instruction along with Czech. English was
kind of classified as the "language of the Yankees" or "
the language of the Capitalism." I must admit, however,
English wasn't my cup of tea, either. Although I had some
English grammatical foundation from my years in high
school-I wasn't good enough to hold up a fluent
conversation with English speakers. Back home I did not
have to deal with language nor culture issues. I thought
everything was going to be fine once I got here, so I took
for granted the language barriers I would face in America.
During my first weeks upon my arrival, I couldn't
comprehend the tasks I was assigned by my host family.
They were kind and patient by speaking slowly yet I did
not have any clue of what they were saying at all. It was
also hard to understand my neighbors, when servers at
restaurants asked me what I wanted to order, or cashiers
at the grocery store. I had never been challenged this way.
I felt embarrassed. I felt terrified of my new surroundings
before. I had a big language barrier in front of me that
scared me when speaking all the time. I was just unable
to express my feelings. And because I could not
communicate well, I would get frustrated and angry with
myself that I would start crying every night. This
experiences, nevertheless, made me very strong internally
that inspired me fight against all difficulties. I decided to
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take advantage of the greatest opportunity of my life, so
I would wake up early and stay up late at night to learn
English as fast as possible.
Corning to America is not an easy task, certainly. Many
people in the world would die for an opportunity like this,
so I did not want to let it go away just like that. While
learning English, however, I recall I always had a headache.

It was also strange for me to not hear my native Czech
language but this only pushed me to stay focused to learn
English faster. It is so comfortable and easy to write in
one's own native language, and I will always prefer to
Czech over English. Nevertheless, having the opportunity
of living here, I appreciate more the value and importance
of learning, not only English but also a second or third
language.
Speaking English with my host family and their kids
was seriously a daunting experience. My mother back in
Czech used to say "when someone is up against the wall
in life, when great things and solutions come about." So
I started to find ways to learn by myself. I read grammar
books, watched YouTube videos, watched American
movies, and listened to music as well as I found ways to get
out of my comfort zone to converse with locals. My first 8
months learning English were definitely the most difficult
experience of my life, but it has also been one of the most
rewarding ones, for sure.
My grandmother and morn had the dream of traveling
to places but never did because they did not have easy
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access to education. For my mom in particular, learning
English was her dream but never got to learn it well.
English is the dominant language in business and global
communication these days. And although I'm still
working hard to improve my English language abilities,
when I look back to the past, I realize that all that pain,
sleepless nights of reading before and after starting work,
frustration moments and tears that streamed out of my
eyes are paying off. College has also been instrumental to
my personal development in my language abilities.
Now that I'm able to communicate, I realize I have a
wonderful host family. I understand them much better
than before and, as a result of better communication, I am
able to build strong relationship of trust with them. I'm
also able to express my feelings more openly and freely. I
have a wonderful circle of friends that include Americans,
Czech, and people from other countries. And most
importantly, I was able to meet a nice, kind and generous
boyfriend who always encourages me to keep working
hard, who inspires me to learn English more, even though
he is from Mexico. Now I'm able to travel to other
countries, communicate with locals during my trips and
have the opportunity to learn from their culture, customs
and traditions. So, without English language, I would have
not ever achieved all these things I now have in my life.
Now I can't even describe how happy I am. Much happier
than I would be if I were back in the Czech Republic.
I believe that every language is special and beautiful.
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In all fairness, learning English sometimes didn't fit my
emotions, my thoughts, and feelings as I couldn't express
my feelings as I would do if I spoke in Czech. However,
every single language in the world has the beauty of the
spoken words, uniqueness in grammar, vocabulary and
other verbal constructions. Although I'm learning a new
language, my native tongue will always be part of my life
that I don't want to forget it.
Learning English has taught me positive lessons for my
life. It can be a very tough challenge. I believe that if you've
ever dreamed of becoming someone extraordinaire, you
have to do extraordinaire things for you to achieve it. Find
what you love to do and work hard for it. Oftentimes our
goals change as we go through life. So, if learning English
is your most desired goal, work hard to learn it. Never
get discouraged if you make mistakes. In fact, make a lot
of them. Be mindful that it won't be an easy process but
nobody said that life is easy either, right? "If you don't get
a headache, you won't learn." So, if a girl straight out of the
Czech Republic could do it, so can you!
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ONE YEAR OFF LEADS TO A
YEAR BEHIND

Gabriella Velasquez

My life wasn't all bad, there was only a few hard times.
All the events in my life that had significance happened
in elementary school. Elementary school was a challenging
time, with events back to back, one after another. I say
it was a lot for a little kid to go through, but it wasn't the
worst.
I started out school like any normal kid would, but that
changed one summer, the summer before second grade.
That summer I was told that we were going to South
Dakota to help on the ranch that my family owned on our
tribe's reservation. It is a part of the family we never really
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talked to, the only time we did was, like this time, when
they needed help. Now you would think leaving to help
shouldn't take long, right? Wrong, we were supposed to be
there a max a month but a month turned into a year. This
year would change my life but not for the better.
A little about how the reservation looked, we didn't
have two story houses with white picket fences, and a nice
green yard. We had run down trailers, broken air
conditioners, and rocks for yards. Also, none of the roads
were paved, they were gravel. There was a main town
where many of the people lived, but that's not where their
ranch was. The ranch was in the middle of nowhere, about
an hour away from the main town and the roads were
windy. Making going there not an everyday thing, it was
barley an every week thing.
In turn it meant that school wasn't an option. It also
wasn't very important to go to, as my family would say.
Instead of school I helped around the ranch, feeding
horses, scrubbing saddles, cleaning stables (not the most
fun), and finally, and my favorite exercising the horses. If I
wasn't there I was in the cafe helping there. The cafe was
a small house, with a single charcoal grill and three tables.
The jobs I got were very easy, wait the tables, getting
dishes, and washing them.
I remember specifically the first thing we would do on
the ranch every morning, we would have to bring the
horses in from the field. It was usually my cousin and
myself, we would get on the old beaten up four~wheeler
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down to where the horses were, whooping at them to
move. It was such a thrill to do! I felt like the ground shook
as they ran, and sounded like thunder. I loved to feel that
feeling; it was the only time I was a morning person.
I would say that was the main thing that happened to
me, and the one thing that affected me the most. I lived
that life for a year, until we moved back to Moab. Moab
meant back to school I went. Of course, taking the year
off was not good for me. I was a year behind my class
and forced to take second grade instead of going with my
friends into third. It was a very disappointing feeling to
know that my friends and I won't be in the same classes.
Though that year was relatively easy, nothing too difficult.
That was until the next year.
Third and fourth grade was the time of many reading
classes. The school finally caught up with the fact that
I was behind. For these two years I was put into special
reading classes designed to get me better at reading. They
didn't work very well, hence the fact that I was in it for
two years but I got out. These classes were designed to
make you sit there, listen to the teacher, and occasionally
we read out loud to the class.
There was a day that I had to read out loud and instead
of reading 'canyon' I read 'crayon'. After some laughter
my teacher turned to me and said, "We all make mistakes,
it's those who learn from them that succeed.'' I will never
forget those words; they're a part of how I live life now.
You wouldn't think that those words would have that
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much impact on someone especially on a third grader, but
they changed my life. Those words made me work harder
in class, work harder on my reading and writing skills.
I will forever be grateful for the teacher telling me that
sentence.
Even though I went through two years of reading classes
to help me with my reading it never helped all the way. I
now suffer from dyslexia, spelling words is still an issue,
and I'm a slow reader, but I don't let that define my ability.
Just because you are slow or bad in one area doesn't mean
it should define you. If you're willing to learn and grow
you will succeed in life.
"It's hard to beat a person who never gives up." ~Babe

Ruth
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TEACHING STYLES AND THE
WAY THEY HELP OR HINDER
IN THE LEARNING PROCESS

Megan Garff

When a person asks me, what is literacy. I tell them that,
"literacy is being able to read and write." As I think about
the word literacy I think about how most children when
they are young become literate, but that is not the only
case some people become literate when they are a teenager
or even an adult. Some people in foreign countries or in
other upbringings don't have the same opportunities to
go to school at a young age to start learning how to read
and write. Growing up in Salt Lake City I was able to
start learning how to read and write when I was a child.
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When I was young I loved getting to read and learn with
my family. I haven't always been the best of readers, but I
always completed what I had to read.
One of my biggest influences on me as I grew up were
my teachers. I had some teachers that loved to help me
succeed with my reading and writing skills and then there
were some that made it harder for me to want to enjoy the
process of reading and writing. Ever since I was a young
child I have had a harder time being the fastest reader or
reading up to speed with my fellow classmates. I would
have resource teachers that would take me out in the hall
to read with, which I never liked to do. To me, it always felt
so humiliating that my teachers would make me do this.
I was a good student who loved to read, but just a little
slower than everyone else, why did speed matter?
One of my favorite teachers that I had in elementary
school was my first~grade teacher. It also helped that she
was my aunt. As I was in her class she would make it so
much fun to learn because she would always come up with
something new and creative for us to learn. She knew ways
to excite us to learn everything, especially reading and
writing!
As I progressed through elementary school I still had
my passion for reading books. Once I started the sixth
grade the teachers told us that we had to read a certain
number of books and then go to the teachers and have
them ask us multiple questions about the book. Some of
these questions were easy and some were quite difficult.
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This process was challenging for me at this age because I
was still a slow reader and I was behind in my reading.
I was fortunate enough to have my wonderful parents
help me each night with my reading. This process
continued through my first two years of junior high. We
were able to choose the books that we wanted to read,
but we would then be tested on them to determine our
grade. I would search and search for one good book after
another and through this process, I was able to find one of
my favorite authors "Jack Wayland". As I read these books
I started to love reading even more. I was also able to see
real~life situations as I read his many stories and they were
based upon the same beliefs that I had, so the language was
clean, and locations were placed in areas close to my home
state.
Once I got into high school we were told in my English
class that we had to read all these different books and
that we couldn't choose our own. Through this process,
I started to dislike reading because of the books I had to
read. None of these books that I had to read interested
me. The same went for my fell ow classmates. In my first
year in high school, I started off with one teacher who at
the beginning of the year I thought would be good. As I
progressed through this class I started to dislike reading
more and more and comprehending what I was reading
was harder. The teacher would make the assignments
difficult and every paper that I would write about the book
I was told that it wasn't good enough. Each low grade my
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teacher gave me just discouraged me even more and took
away that love of reading.
I was fortunate to be able to change teachers through
the middle of the year luckily. And once I changed
teachers I began to see that my confidence grew as I was
reading and writing about these stories and assignments
she gave us. This teacher believed in me and she could
see that I had good reading and writing skills and wasn't
willing to give up on me just because I didn't fit into the
norm.
This process also happened the same way my junior
year. We had a student teacher who was teaching us for
the first half of the year. As my friends and I went through
the first half of the year we could see ourselves not liking
the way that she was teaching and dreading going to
English class. We didn't want to read the book the teacher
assigned for the class and that she wasn't working well
with us. Once that half of the year was over I was able to
get the other teacher for the course and I could see a major
difference again in how the teacher affected the class. I and
many other of the students once again enjoyed going to
the class. Because of the way the teacher taught the class,
and how she made it enjoyable and worth coming and
learning, we did not dread being there.
Throughout high school, I suffered from reading all the
books that we were assigned to read. But I excelled in
reading the books that I wanted to read. As I did this, I
could see a spark light up inside of me as I read the things
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that I wanted to read. It still takes me longer to read a book
than others around me but that's ok. I have noticed that at
the speed that I am reading my books I enjoy them more
and I get a lot more out of the story than I would have if I
was trying to get through it quickly.
I was fortunate enough to see the other side of helping
to teach children how to read. I had the opportunity to
assist the first graders in my aunt's classroom for a couple
of months. As I helped these kids learn to read and write
I could see them enjoying the process. I would help them
learn to read by playing games with them or we would grab
one of the stories that they were reading and go out in the
hall to help them. Even though going out to the hall was
one of the things I hated the most, I hope that I made it a
better experience for these kids. I loved being able to see
the joy in their faces when things began to click for them,
and they were learning how to read and write.
As I look back through my life, I can see through my
own experiences with the ups and downs of learning to
read and write, that it can really make a difference in how
the teacher approaches the student. You can either make
the experiences miserable and make them dread coming,
or you can make it fun and enjoyable, and make it
worthwhile and help to affect their lives in a better way.
I appreciate the teachers that encouraged me, that didn't
give up in a way, or try to fit me into a mold that I didn't fit
into. I know the other teachers tried, but for some reason,
the way they approached things just didn't work with me.
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I still love to read a good book even though it may take
me a little longer than other people. Yes, it can help in
some matters such as school assignments, but in reality,
it doesn't make that big of a difference if I read slow or
fast, its that I continue to read and that I enjoy what I am
reading that matters.
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A STRONGER ME

Nwanne Nwanbo

Looking at life in a broader perspective can give definition
of who we are as people or individuals. Some of the
questions that have remained unanswered since the
creation and evolution of man include: Why are we here?
Why is man born into a certain social status and intended
to remain there? Knowing why isn't as important as taking
all life throws at you and determining what you will let it
do to you: whether you'll let it break you down or let it
build you into something you never thought you could be.
As a little boy I was born into a society where everything
was a confused state from high up in the most powerful
seat of government to the common man. The government
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was run by individuals unaware of the consequences of
their actions. I was born into a family that didn't have a
"plastic spoon", let alone a "silver spoon"; a family where
we could hardly afford to eat three times a day. Growing
up was the toughest thing anyone could ever imagine. My
day began waking up as early as 3 a.m. from Monday to
Sunday, 31 days a month, 12 months a year to go about
our day to day activities in the city of Lagos. The city that
never sleeps; the city that knows no man; a place where
only the strong survive. It's every man for themselves.
Everyday my mother would wake us up at the usual time
of 3am; even though she would have already been awake
three hours prior. We lived in a one room apartment with
our small family of five. My two siblings and I would be
sleeping on our makeshift bed of carpet laid over cement.
To wake us up she would pour cold water over our heads
or hit us hard.
She would have already awakened at midnight to prepare
what we were going to sell at the market for the day before
we went to school. To do so she would go outside the
compound we lived in to the little walkway to prepare by
the light of a lantern as electricity is rationed in Nigeria
even now.
She prepared what was popularly known as "Kunu" a
drink made up of millet and some other compositions that
created the masterpiece of our survival growing up
otherwise known as my mother's secret recipe. Every day
we would go and sell the product on the busy streets of
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the city of Lagos in the only other outfit I owned; a ragged,
holey t,shirt and cut off shorts. We would carry the
product on our heads from 5 a.m. to 7 a.m. before going
to school. We would weave through traffic trying to sell
enough of the drink to make enough money to buy our
one meal for the day for our little family of five. Everyone
knows what the drink is so we would watch and listen for
customers to call to us then we follow their voice to their
car as sweat drips from our face as we've been sweltering
in the heat of the day of about 90 degrees Fahrenheit every
morning.
My mother would often buy beans and crayfish to make
us bean cakes for our one meal of the day as it was very
cheap. She would make bean cakes out of both the fish
and beans for the equivalent of fifty cents for this meal
which we could afford since our profit after subtracting
the business expenses was the equivalent of $1.75.
Working weekdays were especially important, when the
rush hour is always intense starting at 4am to 9am. In
addition to selling the 'Kunu' we would watch for
customers that had heavy loads of 5olbs and above so that
we could offer to carry their purchases a few blocks to
their house for extra money. When we were especially
fortunate and worked on the weekends we could make up
to $6, then we were able to eat a nice meal of soup that
consisted of meat. It was a rare occasion that we could
indulge in meat.

It was difficult growing up as a child, fighting the effects
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of hunger daily. We only could afford one meal a day after
exerting all the effort of selling at the market that morning.
After which we then had to walk ten miles to school and
another ten miles back home while facing the dangers of
being hit by any moving vehicle on the never ending busy
roads of the city. The traffic is like that of New York City.
Sometimes we were able to eat breakfast if we were
fortunate to have left overs of dinner from the night
before or we might only get to have dinner that night at
the end of the day.
When I was seven, I loved to read books especially
comics. My favorite genre to read was about soccer players
like Sheggz who came from nothing just like me and
became a great success. I would be wearing the yellow long
sleeve shirt and blue pants that my school uniform
consisted of. As I walked along the dusty road I would
solely concentrate on the victories Sheggz's made with
each football goal that he scored. I would block out all
the noise and commotion surrounding me on the road;
the people of the markets, the honking of cars and trucks
traveling at high speeds, and conductors of buses calling
for passengers.
Each goal I read about would give me encouragement
and purpose as I walked. Each perfectly lined up shot he
would make towards the goal in the game reminded that
he never stopped trying no matter what obstacles stood
in his way. He had grown up as a nobody like myself in
the ghetto. I could relate to him in so many ways. I would
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imagine becoming more in my life just as he did. He was
my role model of a brighter future for myself. Growing
up my mom would say to me, "If you believe it, you can
achieve it." Those words meant a lot to me, they became
my mantra; my driving force, the reason why I would
always strive to be someone no one expected me to be.
Being in a poor family in the lowest social class, where
the world thought we would never amount to anything
was another major motivation. In school I was always the
object of mockery due to my social background and the
fact that I couldn't afford to pay for any of my fees. The
only reason I could attend school was because it was made
free by the government. The government allowed the
poorer students admissions of public schools to be waived
although we still had to cover the fees of textbooks,
uniforms, and PTA levies. These levies were mandatory to
be paid by every student. My classmates would always say
to me, "What is a nobody doing here? You don't belong
here." As hurtful as their comments were to me, I never
let it pull me down. My love for education never stopped
growing.
I graduated high school top of my class at the age of
16; but to think that my problems were over, and life was

going to be a little fairer would have been incorrect. I
moved out of my parent's house to 'survive and be a man'.
My parents could no longer afford to provide for me and
I could no longer be a burden to them. In the Nigerian
culture it is believed that a man is not supposed to be in
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his parent's house after 16. I found a separate compound a
half hour from my parent's place to start life on my own.
But wow it's a different world out there, a friend of mine
would always say, "It's a jungle out here." And he was
right. Combining my life, family, and my love for
education was a huge weight on my shoulders, but that
didn't stop me from furthering my education. I knew that
for me to succeed and become more than my original
status I needed to learn and do more. I took on three jobs;
one as an elementary school teacher, one as a house
keeper, and the third was in the always busy market of
my city I was burdened with these three occupations I
had created for myself that I carried on my already heavily
laden shoulders, for a year. I was bound and determined to
do just about anything to further my education.
My days continued to start at the regular 3am where I
would first iron my shirt and pants I would wear to my
job at the Jehovah Jireh Nursery and Primary School, the
elementary school I taught Math in. I would teach multiple
classes from 8am to noon. I would then go to the Kelin
Height Hotel to fulfill my housekeeping duties until
3:30pm. The conclusion of my day would lead me to the
market from 4pm to 7:30pm. In the market I carried
customer's purchased items to their cars for a little extra
cash, I would carry something as heavy as 5olbs or more.
After I had concluded my hard day's work I would
scrounge up a little garri, for dinner, to give me enough
strength until the next day's dinner of the exact same
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meal. I would fi.x myself a little bowl of garri, cassava flakes,
with a little bit of sugar. Then I would retire to my
makeshift bed of just cement, in even less than desirable
circumstances than I did growing up. I was able to save
more money by lin1iting myself to one meal a day for which
I would spend less than a dollar.
I attended a university where my aunt worked, thinking
that maybe she would be able to help her nephew in this
difficult time but alas I had to conquer school and work
on my own. My extended relatives didn't care or show
support to any of our family because of our social status.
They thought they were better than us because they were
better off than us. The university was 38 hours from where
my family lived. I drove there myself to get to the state
where the school was, called Borno; in the dried region
of the northern part of my country. A place people called
'end of the country.' I had to learn to survive completely
alone without the support of any family or friends. I had
to learn how to combat even more heat and humidity I had
never come across before in Lagos. If Lagos was 70 degrees
Fahrenheit, Borno would get up to 100 degrees Fahrenheit.
Everyone living in the compound I lived in would sleep in
the hallways outside of the rooms where it was a tiny bit
less hot. We would sprinkle water on the cement before
laying down to not burn our skin.
In the University in Nigeria the students in lower social
classes, like myself, are not allowed to pursue a degree
of their choice. I remember the day very well; I went to
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the office to turn in my application to apply for the Civil
Engineering degree and the receptionist asked me if I
would be able to afford the fee of $2600 in addition to the
amount of the tuition. She was inferring that I understood
that I needed to pay a 'bribery' charge to be accepted into
this degree.
The university gives a student the opportunity to apply
for three degrees of their choice, each having their own
set bribery charge to be accepted. Majors including:
Engineering, medicine/medical science, and law are
reserved for the children of the rich. But that didn't stop
me nor deter me from achieving greatness. The degree a
student could study was strictly determined by one's social
status and family financial background since people like
myself couldn't afford the high bribery charges. Majors
including: education, English, and food science were
given to children of the lower class. I was accepted to study
the degree of Education Physics. A major that was labeled,
the dumping ground, a place for low lives like us. The
degree many lower level social class students were
accepted into.
A bit overwhelmed by all that I was experiencing at
the time; from hunger as I could barely afford one meal
a day of garri, and lack of financial support I struggled
in my first year and I failed. I passed one of the seven
classes I attended. Not only did I have difficulty coping
with the anxiety of not being able to pay the fees of the
school, I was also very weak from lack of food I couldn't
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afford. The money I was able to save from the year I had
worked previously only covered half of my first semester.
The campus of the school was so large it would take
around twenty~fi.ve minutes to walk from one class to
another under the blazing hot sun. To top it all off I had
to strive to keep my health each day as I suffered from
dehydration much of the time.
It was very difficult to have cold water to drink or bathe
with without buying it. Every morning I would awake
covered in my own sweat, always with the desire to bathe
in cold water. To have cold water I had to dig a 2 or yfoot
hole in the ground outside the compound near my room.
Every night I would take a clay pot of water and bury half
of the top in the ground to have it a bit cooler in the
morning. It didn't make too much of a difference, but it at
least made it about 30 degrees cooler than the night before.
A nice change from the warm water I was surrounded by
during the day.
On some weekends I would visit my aunt's house in
desperate search of food. They would have me clean their
dishes and complete all their household chores of cleaning
their chicken coop of three hundred chickens before they
would allow me to share a meal with them. While they
enjoyed their nice meal of rice and stew with multiple
kinds of meat they prepared a separate plate for me of
only rice, never meat. After they discovered my results
of my failure of being on my own and not being able to
accomplish all I wanted to while I was there I was even
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more ridiculed by them. My results had confirmed what
they had suspected all along; that I was a nobody who
would go nowhere in life. They would say, "We never
expected anything better from you anyways." This would
make me weep realizing they were right.
With no one to turn to and no money to continue in
school I had to return to Lagos for a year before I could try
again. I went back to work and saved enough to try again.
The following year I came back with more determination
and belief than ever that I was going to finish what I
started. Determined to be better than what the world
thought of me, I began to study; oh Lord, did I study. I
poured hours and hours into books I knew nothing about
and had never seen in my entire life. I remember writing
down words and ideas I knew nothing about. One day
I spent the entire day in the library from 9am to 8pm
studying my eyes out, like my life depended on it because
ultimately it did. I realized that if I didn't study as hard
as I possibly could I wouldn't be able to leave Nigeria to
succeed in America.
My study habits surpassed all my expectations; I
couldn't believe I had all that enthusiasm and will power
I had in me. Irrespective of the fact that I couldn't afford
textbooks, I still pursed higher education. The library
would lend students textbooks for a fee, so I would stay
and use the text books at the library to avoid the fee. I
literally made the library my new home reading anything
I could lay my hands on. With my confidence building
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even more both inwards and outwards, I did better in my
classes and my grades sky rocketed. I was able to graduate
with a grade point average of 4.0. I was very proud of all
I accomplished. As if that wasn't enough, I was given an
award for the best student in my major by my Vice
Chancellor, the Dean of the University I attended, and
this award came with a cash prize. Fortunately, I was able
to use this money to buy much needed food and clothes.
In Nigeria it is mandatory that all students, men and
women, serve the nation after they graduate from the
University. As a citizen of my country, I fell under this
mandate to serve our nation, by working under any federal
government parastatals to gain work experience for a year
and after that, back to the street. I spent my year teaching
high school students Physics making less than $100 a
month. Naturally, I had to create a new job for myself
to keep surviving. I was able to create a software that
monitored Nigerian traffic from just my laptop in a period
of six months. In the next six months I was able to sell this
software to come to America.
After the year was over, I had become a better man
knowing that life still had a lot of rocks to throw at me
yet strongly determined to conquer life despite all odds.
I had experienced a lot and learned from my hardships
and failures. I didn't let the world break me. I have learned
that although life brings a lot of hardships, heartache, and
stress you can overcome anything, do anything, teach
yourself anything, and convince yourself of anything. It's
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all about what you think regardless of where you started
or where you are now. Don't let the sky be your limit, only
let it be your starting point.
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MY JOURNEY OF
DISAPPOINTMENT WITH A
SIDE OF ACHIEVEMENT

Shelbie Williams

Growing up in the Williams' household consisted of a
dad who was always away on business trips, a mom whose
self,esteem was that of a girl going through puberty, too
busy to sit and help us with things (whatever that might
be), and six children making messes and going in different
directions. With little structure and no help with school
assignments, it was never a priority to complete
homework, or make school an essential part of life. How
can it be when you heard from your role models that they
sucked at school and barely graduated? So, for us kids,
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if we did homework, it was only after making ourselves
a bowl of ramen noodles and watching our favorite tv
shows. Being a crucial time for children to learn basic
reading, math, and comprehension, but missing out on
these crucial efforts, set us back significantly. I always ask
myself, "Can people overcome piles of crud, setbacks, or
years of missed education?"
Williams' Education

Our routines drastically changed when my parents
decided to pack up all our belongings, cram all eight of
us human beings into a forty,five,foot,long trailer, and
trail behind my dad while he searched for the next
construction job. School began to lower on the totem pole
of priorities. Every place we arrived, we were there for little
to no time. This ultimately made our school environment
a place where we entered awkwardly, said hello, and then
never saw the strangers again. Never was school a place to
learn, catch up on missed knowledge, receive gold stars, or
good grades.
Going in and out of schools was taking a toll on us kids.
My mom unquestionably removed us from public school
and homeschooled us. Picture this, a lady who repeatedly
told us that she was stupid was the one who was trying
to homeschool four of her six kids. As you can assume, it
didn't go over very well. Most days turned into my mom
plopping a pile of school materials in front of me and
saying, "Do this and you'll be done for the day." Most days
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I was unsuccessful, and her patience depleted. The last day
of my career in homeschooling ended with a giant book on
Greek Mythology flying across the room and pelting me in
the face with an ear rattling, "I will never homeschool you
again!"
We moved a few more times. One of the last moves
we made was towards the end of my third grade year. On
my first day, I walked into class late and was immediately
escorted to a desk in the front of the classroom. Being
extremely shy, this was a hard position for me to be in.
To make matters worse, it was the day that everyone in
the class would take their times table quizzes. The teacher
passed the papers out one by one to each student. Panic
was radiating from every pore as she approached me, paper
in hand. She placed the paper down and it was covered
in black problems. "Begin, you have three minutes".
Squirming in my chair, I swallowed hard and attempted
the test. The time ticked by and I could feel myself begin
to tremble. I felt the water works coming. Tears were about
ready to shoot out of my eyes like sprinklers. Being great
at masking feelings, I managed to suck up all my tears. The
timer rang. My pencil dropped out of my hand and onto
the desk. I stared down at my paper. It was blank. I had
zero problems completed. Inside I kept reciting to myself,
"I am a joke. I am stupid. What do I do?"
We settled back down in our home town, just in time
to begin the fourth grade. This was the earliest that I ever
recall reading or learning how to read. Being the only kid
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in my class who couldn't read, I was excluded from the
class every time they began their daily reading exercises. I
was filled with so much shame as I walked from the trailer
section and into the main brick building. My teacher
encouraged me in the importance of learning, make it
through tongue twisters, and to be motivated. This
teacher was the first person who planted a microscopic
seed deep in my heart. My interest in learning all started
with her. Maybe I wasn't stupid after all.
The joy I felt in school halted in my fifth grade year. I
had one of the meanest teachers at Northside Elementary:
Mrs. Bouche. She was extremely intimidating with her
nose always pointed in the air and a sly wrinkled smile.
She was in her late fifties and loved to put lipstick on
in the front of the classroom. I distinctly remember her
applying it every time we came in from recess. Already
not having trusting and healthy relationships with adults,
it got much worse when she locked me in a custodian
closet as a punishment. I was there, in the dark space, until
school was released. I missed my bus.
I found my niche, Psych!

By my seventh grade year, I had made a great friend. I
began to find my place in life. School started to become
a bit easier and my confidence was slowly but surely
growing. One day, the bell rang and off to lunch I went.
Searching and scanning the hallways for Sandra, my name
rang over the intercom, "Shelbie Williams to the front
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office please, Shelbie Williams." Almost to the front office,
I was intercepted by my mom holding all my belongings.
Our eyes connected, and my brows furrowed with
confusion. Then I heard it, the two words that I never
wanted to hear again. "We're moving." I felt my veins
shrink, and without success, my blood desperately tried
to pulse through my body. As we left, I trailed behind my
mom with my tail between my legs.
My world was once again destroyed. It felt like I was a
tree being ripped from the ground, roots and all. This time
was different, I had a friend. I was livid and resentful. I
didn't even get to say my goodbyes. We made our move
and the next day I started school. This was the last and
most problematic move we ever made as a family. My poor
self~esteem flooded back while I finished the remainder of
the school year. I hated the fact that I had a new school,
and a new house with new roads, and with new people.
Thank you, Mrs. Shae

Once high school hit I began to take an interest in sports.
Having sports as a driving force, I strived to receive grades
higher than a C. Towards the end of high school I lost
most of my interests, even in life itself. I stopped sports
and I stopped working hard in school. An amazing woman
entered my life, Mrs. Shae. She was the sweetest lady I
knew. She had a very contagious laugh and an immense
love for life. I would spend every spare second I could in
her presence. She ate lunch with me every day. During
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lunch hours, she would tutor me, and occasionally let me
hide out in her classroom when I was supposed to be in
another one. She had interests in me and shared her high
hopes for me. She helped me graduate.
Where do I go now?

I was kicked out at age seventeen. I attempted and toyed
with the idea of going to college a plethora of times. I
would sign up, panic, and then withdraw. I felt I had so
many failures under my belt. How could someone like me,
who wasn't clever and barely received a diploma, attend
college? I wanted so badly to feel smart, to feel
accomplished, and to prove myself wrong. Throughout
my life I always had one thing in my way... me. When I
concluded that I would amount to nothing, I continued to
engage in destructive coping habits. I had been sick since
the age of twelve and it only continued to get worse. I was
and in,and,out of treatment centers and on,and,off of life
support. I needed a shift in my life and quick.
I made my last move for myself five years ago to Salt
Lake City. With no confidence, I mustered up the courage
to sign up for a few courses. I completed them and
received a license for being a CNA, Med Tech, and
Phlebotomist. Even though these weren't as big as a
bachelor's or master's degree, I was still secretly proud of
myself. Wanting something more, I decided to try being
a hairstylist. I graduated at Paul Mitchell in a year's time,
all while working a full,time job. Still after completing my
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cosmetology license, I felt like there was more for me to
accomplish.
After having the persistent thought to attend college, I
decided to make the plunge back into the school world.
This thought festered inside me for about two years.
Challenging my anxiety, self~confidence, and capability,
I have successfully made it through the first half of my
semester with straight A's.
Education has always been important to me and I have
always thirsted for more knowledge. Not thinking I could
do it, I am continuing to prove myself wrong week after
week. I am gaining a strong drive for myself to continue.
Dreams do come true. With hard work and bravery, I can
say that I am changing the script to my story. I am strong. I
am smart, and I can do hard things. I am victorious!
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ONCE UPON A TIME

Jeishali Ramos

On October 12th,1492 - Christopher Columbus makes his
:first of four voyages to the new world.
1775 - 1783 - American Revolution
1914 - World War I
1920 - Aurore Gagnon was murdered by her parents
1939 - World War II
Fast Forward a few decades ..... .
September nth, 2001 - 2 hijacked jetliners ram twin towers
of World Trade Center, and a 3rd hijacked plane flies into
the Pentagon, a 4th crashes in rural Pennsylvania all
leading to the worst terrorist attack in United States
History.
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July 19th, 2002 - 5,month,old Brianna Mariah Lopez died
after being tormented daily both verbally and physically.
Slapped, kicked, punched, thrown, pinched and raped;
leading to the worst child abuse case in United States
history.
You see, there are a lot of historical events in United
States history. Many of which are discussed and examined
during your mandatory 12 years of school, making us
literate in history. What is never talked and elaborated on
is the numerous amount of child abuse cases that have
been overlooked in US history, making us illiterate in
child abuse prevention and awareness. Literacy as defined
by Merriam, Webster dictionary means knowledge that
relates to a specified subject. I define literacy as the ability
to understand what you are reading and retain the
information that is being illustrated through the article or
story so that you can then have a strong knowledge in the
subject which is specified in the reading. I am going to
tell you a story which will not only exercise your English
literacy but will more importantly make you literate in
child abuse prevention.
Once upon a time, she was raised in a home with foster
children. Over the course of five years, her parents took
care of over 200 different children. Every child becoming
a sibling; every sibling came with a story. She would wake
up in the morning, stretch, make her way up to the top
of the stairs and saw a child digging for food because the
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children didn't know they now lived in a home where they
would get fed 3 meals a day regardless of their behavior.
In her house every little girl was afraid of any man that
walked into her sight, even though her father was a police
officer all the little girls trembled when he went near them.
Every man that has ever touched them hurt them, so they
put their guard up, told themselves "trust no man"
Sometimes when her father knelt down to hug them and
tell them it was okay that they were safe, they trembled
more and more as he got closer; and sometimes they would
yell "NO, PLEASE, I AM SORRY! PLEASE DON'T
HURTME.
There was always a baby to hold, a baby that was
trembling with withdrawals because her mother loved the
monster more. Almost every newborn baby she held was
smaller than her forearm. Frequent emergency hospital
visits where expected because the babies could barely
breathe on their own and sometimes almost DIED in her
arms.
She lived in a home where she saw some of the most
traumatic child abuse victims; and it made her realize three
things

r) What child abuse is
2) The traumatizing and severe pain they go through
3) That no one REALLY cares.
She learned very quickly what child abuse was, she also
learned that child abuse isn't only physical but also
emotional and sexual.
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A little boy goes up to his mom with excitement
"Mommy, look what I colored, isn't it cool?" "I'm busy go
away" still filled with excitement the little boy responds
with "Mommy, please just look." She turns around, he gets
so excited because he thinks she is going to look! But he is
wrong. She takes the paper out of his hand rips it "I SAID
NOT RIGHT NOW" she then picks up the little boy and
throws him out of the room, into a glass table. "I'm busy."
Non~accidental trauma or physical injury caused by
punching, beating, kicking, biting, burning or harming a
child. Physical abuse is the most visible form of child
abuse. The child welfare system did a study in 2005 an
estimate of 899,000 children were determined to be
victims of abused and /or neglect. Of these, 16.6 percent
were determined to be victims of physical abuse Nixzmary
Brown age 7 who was bound to a chair, tortured, sexually
molested and starved for weeks before being killed by a
savage blow to the head. Her death in January 2006 was the
cause of the widespread attention of the savvier increase
of physical child abuse. The so called "widespread
attention" lasted r month, with no action done only talk.
You're stupid, worthless, go kill yourself, no one - will
- ever - love you. Why do you even try? You're nothing
but a piece of meat, no guy will ever want you for anything
other than sex. Why did god curse me with such a
disgusting piece of crap for a child?. Emotional abuse of
a child is defined as a pattern of behavior by parents or
caregivers that can seriously interfere with a child's
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emotional,

psychological

or

social

development.

Emotional abuse of a child is constant, Verbal Assault,
Terrorizing, Rejecting, Isolating, Ignoring, Exploiting,
Corrupting and Neglecting.
Forced into a room, a little girl heard the door slam and
lock turn. A 39~year~old man looks her in the eye... with
a grin on his face. She wonders "why is he smiling?"

10

minutes later she understood why he was smiling. He was
satisfied now; her daddy doesn't love her. He only lust
after her. Sexual abuse includes forced and unwanted
sexual intercourse or its deviations. Yet all offences that
involve sexually touching a child, as well as non~touching
offenses and sexual exploitation, are just as harmful.
Sexual abuse robs children of their childhood and creates
a loss of trust, feelings of guilt and self,abusive behavior.
The traumatizing and severe pain they go through is
almost unbearable. This little girl lived in a house where
she overheard conversations that went like this "My
grandpa hurts me in the bum" Whenever her mother
dressed a child there were welts and nasty bruises all over
their body. A little girl who asked one night "What man
is coming over tonight and what room will I be in?" The
foster care mother responded by saying "No man is
coming over to hurt you anymore." The little girl's eyes lit
up with a smile on her face "NOT EVEN GRANDPA!??"
Breakfast conversations would consist of horror stories ....
Sometimes her family couldn't go out in public because
the danger they were in due to biological families looking
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for the child
Christmas morning with foster kids where the best ....
They would yell "SANTA CAME THIS YEAR??!! HE
NEVER COMES!! I WAS FINALLY GOOD THIS
YEAR!" the foster parents would say "you are not a bad
kid, of course Santa came" "no, Santa is the one that told
mommy to burn me because I was late to school, and I was
going to be on the naughty list"
She lived in a home where the things they saw were so
explicit that only their family knows... sometimes she
would crawl up next to her mom and asked "Why are
the kids that come live with always hurt ... Why do they
have such scary stories" her mom would hold her and kiss
her on the forehead and say "princess, they are not just
stories, those things really happened to them" she would
then break into tears because how could anyone hurt kids
like that? She didn't understand. Why couldn't everyone
have a nice mommy and daddy like she did?
Everyone says child abuse is a very scary thing,
EVERYONE SAYS THIS! But do they realize that every
ro seconds a child is abused .... That means at this very
moment a child is being thrown against a wall, that means
that at this moment a man is forcing a child to get naked.
That means at this very moment a brand~new baby is being
shook or thrown in a garbage can.
There is something else that is very real as well! NO ONE
CARES! That's the reality. Everyone says it's bad and it
needs to end but if they really cared they would get up and
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do something. Here we have everyone arguing about gun
regulations, gay marriage, immigration reforms, nuclear
wars .... And what about child abuse!? We focus on what
we need to do to help stop mass shootings, well how about
this? How about we also focus on how to help stop
innocent children from being killed and beat?

If people truly cared, then they would prioritize and spend
the same amount of money they spend to help raise
awareness for all these other controversial conflicts... but
who cares?
Who cares about that a child being starved to death in his
home?
Who cares about that a child being thrown into glass?
Who cares about that a child being burned?
No one REALLY cares ... because gun regulations will take
away my 2nd amendment rights, and that's not fair.
I was the little girl whose mother held in her arms and
told me the things I heard weren't stories, they were
reality. Now I am the one telling people they are not just
stories; child abuse is reality and we need to do something.
These children have allowed me to share their stories
because they want to make a difference; they don't want
children to go through what they did.
Since the age of 8 I have been committed to educating
people about the reality of child abuse. Every chance I
get I talk about it, about what needs to be done. It's time
for America to stand up for these children, protect them
because they can't protect themselves. Call child services
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when you suspect abuse, because they probably are. You
can save a child from abuse; you can even save a child from
death.
This story hasn't ended, there is no happily after until we
begin to create one.
Albert Einstein said "The world is a dangerous place, not
because of those who do evil.. .. But because of all of us
who remain silent through the fight. The world's greatest
silent crime...... "Our little secret"
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A BETTER LIFE!

Kalie Nuttal

I use to ask myself why even be here? No one is here for
me. No one cares for me. How is life gonna work now that
you're gone? Where will I go? What should I do? Who am
I anymore?
I used to enjoy going to school. I had a lot of friends.
I liked going to the school activities and hanging out at
recess with my friends. I use to love being me! I use to
think I had it all in life. But I didn't have it all. I didn't have
my parents around but I did have the most loving, caring,
and greatest great Grandma in the whole wide world. She
was always by my side since she was the one that raised me
and my brothers for half of our lives. She took care of all
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the neighborhood kids also. She was known as everyone's
great grandma.
My grandpa got custody of my brother and me. We lived
with him at his house and then would go to my grandma's
in the morning for school. We moved almost every year
with my grandpa and that's why we went to school by my
grandma's house because she never moved. After a couple
years into elementary my big brother Ashton and I moved
in with my grandma to help take care of our little brother
Jaden. A couple years later my mom had another baby
named Isaiah. We all just lived with my great Grandma
since my mom couldn't take care of us. So I was like the
mom in the house. I helped my great Grandma do
everything in the house: wash dishes, wash and dry
laundry, fold laundry, clean each room, and I helped take
care of my little brothers.
Elementary my great Grandma and grandpa were there
for almost everything. My mom and dad always missed
everything but I still invited them hoping they would
come. I did have difficulty in elementary- getting into
trouble

and

having

hard

times

at

reading

and

concentrating. So my great Grandma got me a reading
tutor to help me out a bit. The ending of elementary came
and my great Grandma had to move. After losing that
house she started going downhill. She would fall a lot and
couldn't breathe at times, she couldn't even drive at night
anymore. She got to the point where she had to be put
in a hospital bed at her daughter's house. My big brother
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and I moved back with my grandpa and my little brothers
had to move with my aunt and uncle since my mom wasn't
around. When moving with my grandpa I didn't go to
school for two months because he was busy with work and
I had to get my records transferred. I went to three middle
schools in 8th grade because I moved from my grandma's
to my grandpa's to my mom's house. I also had reading
classes in middle school because I wasn't caught up with
my class.
When my great Grandma passed away it was the
hardest thing I had to deal with. My brother and I got told
it was our fault that she went downhill because she had
to take care of us. When she passed my mom realized she
missed a lot in life. She changed herself around and started
being there for us because she knew my great Grandma
would like that and that it would be best for her too. She
finally got a place of her own so my two little brothers went
to live with her. She needed me to come live with her to,
to watch the boys again. She worked nights so I had to be
mom through the week for them. Feeding them, teaching
them, making sure their chores were complete and making
them keep good hygiene. I rarely saw my mom since she
worked nights.
High school finally came and I was in the first group of
9th graders to go to high school. I was nervous and felt
like I wasn't ready to go to high school. I made friends
easily at the high school but riding the bus home I had a
lot of people bully me. Some of my friends in high school
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I would make poor decisions with. I would skip school
with them and when I did I would go home and make sure
my mom didn't answer the phone. I didn't want her to
know that I didn't go to class that day. I would miss class
every day for three months. My mom finally found out and
said, "You're gonna turn out like me. Skipping class, doing
drugs, dropping out of school because you get pregnant at
a young age." That's when I realized that I am turning out
like my mother and that's one thing I didn't want to do.
I kept telling myself after she said that, that I can't give
up on myself. I have to keep going in life. I have to be
a better person than what my mom was! I started going
to school and caught up on some credits from missing
classes. I even started to read more because I wasn't good
at it and in my class I got to pick what I read. I really didn't
want to take another reading class.
I did so much better after my mom said that. I met this
guy named Chandler through my friend in school. We
talked so much during school and after school. He was
graduating with a 4.0 and he was on the wrestling team.
He did so well in school and I wanted to do the same. I
started dating him the ending of my 9th grade year. We
kept on going and he graduated with his class the next year
with a 4.0. That really made me want to do really good in
school. I got only straight Ns almost every year after that.
He moved in after he graduated and we had so much fun
during the summer. I haven't had as that much fun since
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my great Grandma was alive. He helped me get through a
lot over the years.
Finally graduation came around. I never gave up and
that's what made me graduate. I finally graduated high
school. I wanted to try even harder and go further and go
to college. I want to be the first one in my family to go to
college. I'm here now in a college English class writing my
life story for class. I made it. I became a better person, I
never gave up, and I believed in myself! I'm still moving
forward today. I am still with my high school sweetheart.
We got a place together, we are both going to college and
both have a full time job. I am very proud of myself. I had a
lot go wrong in my life but I never gave up! I kept pushing
myself. I am here today moving forward in lifel
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NEVER STOP!

Qassim JHello

I was born in a small village called Gunne, in the northern
part of Iraq, Iraq was known as Mesopotamia. Although
I was born in 1986, my birth was registered in 1989. My
father registered me late to prevent me from being forced
to join the army at a young age. Sadam Hussien, the
dictator of my country would take any male over sixteen
years old to fight for him against other countries that Iraq
was in war with.
I lived in a large family in that village, my parents would
always encourage us to go to the school even when it was
a hard life. Poverty of the family, school without heaters
in the cold winter and Iraq always in crisis were some
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problems we faced. Because of the wars that it went
through until 2003 when United States of America and its
allies came and took him out of power.
Our large family home was always crowded because in
our culture and society we visit each other a lot and there
were no jobs, so people had a lot of time for visiting, I
have three brothers and four sisters. We had a house of
only two large bedrooms that were built of mud, and in
the winter time whenever there was rain the roof would
leak on our beds. We also had a separate kitchen, I would
wake up early to go study in the kitchen while no one else
was awake because I did not have a separate study room. I
could not study in the crowded room because there were
some subjects that I had to read aloud to myself and act
while I read so as not to forget what I read.
We also had some sheep that would support us with
milk and yogurt; we would have to sell one or two to
provide us with money to buy other things. We would
have to take them for grazing, I would rather to do so
because I would have more time, and that would provide
me with a quiet environment that I could take advantage
of my study time and do my homework.
One day my father took the sheep for grazing while I
and my other brothers and sisters were at the school, I
came back from school found out that the IBP, Iraqi
Border Police took my father to jail. They had also
confiscated the sheep because they thought he was going
to take those sheep to Syria, since we were too close to the
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border. So, one of I or my oldest brother had to leave the
school and work to support the rest of the family.
My oldest brother was in his last year of high school, I
told him to keep going to school and I will leave the school
for now and go work farming to support the family. I left
schooling and headed to work at the farm for about three
months. Six month later from the date that my father was
in prison he was freed. He joined us helping in the farm,
we had a good product from the farm and that was helpful
to buy some sheep again and to build another room in the
house, so we could have more space for the family.
Later on, I went back to school and continued for two
years, I was at the third grade then the war happened
against Sadam's regime. The war was to take him from
out of the position as president for 35 years. The main
purpose of it was not chemical weapons it was more
removing him out of office.
We were able to do school exams after the situation
of the war stabilized; I was good in most of the subjects
but English. Since I was not good in English I decided
to challenge it and go forward from there.Two years later
when I was in the half term of the semester in 2008, my
Uncle Hamo, who knew some English, and was much
better than me in English, always want to be an interpreter
with the US Army. He asked me " Why don't we study
half an hour at least per day and then at night we will
talk about what we have learned". I said "OK"! We did
that in the spring break which was 15 days. Two weeks
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later my uncle told me, 'There is a company called Sandy
Group they are hiring interpreters, I will to do the test and
I suggest you study more and then you can do the test." I
said "No, I am going with you to do the test, I want to see
how the test is; it does not matter if I fail." We went to
Irbil Kurdistan, to do the exam; I passed the exam and he
failed in the exam.
My father and my oldest brother joined the Iraqi army
and I became a translator with United States Army. We
had a very good income, and bought two cars, built a big
house, and bought a farm in only four years. My oldest
brother got married, six months later I got married, and I
was able to get my high school diploma by then.
I had to take care of the farm while my father and oldest
brother were in army and my mom was taking care of
everyone at home and youngest brother and sister were at
school most of the time.
I was able to apply for a special immigration visa for me
and my wife. We had a daughter in 2013, then I applied
for her visa to join us, and we were able to get the visas.
In 2014, I came to Houston Texas, in March 2014, three
months later ISIS came and attacked my city. In my
community they killed more than
displaced more than

400,000

7000

people and

people. My family was able

to leave everything behind and survive from death. I was
so stressful thinking of why this happened, and I tried to
work harder. People were still unstocked in the mountain
with no water, food, and other supplies. I and my other
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Yazidi friends were in contact with people in the
mountains.We were familiar with the area, we would take
information about the location and how many people are
there to pass that to the US Army to drop food, water, and
supplies for them.
I tried to work harder to support as many people besides
my parents with my siblings in Iraq and my family with me
in United States of America. In

2017

I was able to apply

for a scholarship, I was awarded a 2018 spring scholarship.
And here I am coming back at school. I will NEVER

STOP!
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LIFE

Vanessa Goeckeritz

"Challenges

are

what

make

life

interesting

and

overcoming them is what makes life more meaningful"
Joshua}. Marine.
In life you would think that it is easy, right? Well, here I
am to tell you that it is not easy, sorry to disappoint all of
you. I'm here to tell you my side of the story and maybe a
lot of you can relate to it. When I was a little girl I thought
that I had the most amazing family in the world, I mean
yes, we did have our little :fights in life but that's normal,
we were happy we loved each other we did things with
each other. Sounds like a happy family until we moved,
and it seemed like everything changed.
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When we moved I started sixth grade; life was fine until
I got older. Here I am a teen with friends graduated high
school, and at that moment was when I realized that
friends can change your life. I have a best friend called
Sariah and we are like sisters close, always hanging out
having fun laughing doing what best friends do. But at
that moment, I did not know that it would be the
beginning of it all. She had many family problems not
close to her mom, and had bad things happen to her.
There was one day we were texting, and she told me that
she was cutting herself and that's hard to hear, and then
she told me she almost committed suicide, and that is like a
nightmare, you never want to hear people say that, because
its sad and hard to see a life without ones so dear.
After that more hard times came into life. I got a mission
call to go to Bolivia and I was so excited to visit a new
place and know the culture. But before I went, my grandpa
passed away it was the hardest thing ever for me to
experience. That's when I got my depression had a little bit
of it with Sariah, but this added more. I left for my mission
and I loved it~ the food, the people, the culture, everything.
Until I had a hard companion who told me I didn't have
a desire to be there, I wasn't doing a good job, and that
added more depression into my life. I almost came home,
but I didn't, I finished strong.
When you get or come back home you think everything
would be happiness and rainbows, but not for me it was
darkness with gray clouds. I got home and was so happy
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to see my family until I heard my aunt on my mom's side
was living with us. My aunt does not like my dad at all and
having family live with you is not always the best idea ever.
My mom started to buy everything for her, food, clothes,
anything that my aunt needed, but when it come to us kids
nothing. My mom ignored us completely like we didn't
exist, never said I love you and when a kid hears that from
a mom or dad man it feels awesome.
My mom left with my aunt to a hotel, but she didn't tell
us where she was going, would not answer her cell either,
and you start to think that they don't love you anymore.
Well, the next day they came back and man, it was like a
volcano erupting in my home. They were both yelling at
my dad, me and my siblings could hear everything. I got
my jacket and put my shoes on. My mom saw me and asked
where I was going, I told her somewhere to get out of this
house because all the fighting is crazy, after that my aunt
started to yell at me and I yelled back at her. After that we
have never seen her since then.
You might be wondering dang this is crazy, but others
go through the same, and it got worse for me. Parents
continued to fight on and on and its hard to see family
fight all the time, After the family it was friends, I found
out that it is hard to trust other people when you trusted
a good friend, but they just broke that trust, and ignore
you completely. Well that was me the invisible one. I had
a good friend once we hung out and then it turned into
a relationship, I thought is was amazing, but nope it was
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never more stinky and horrible. He broke up with me
because of my anxiety and depression and let me just say it
is hard to move on from those two things.
Mostly when they are constantly in your head telling
you things like you're not good enough, everyone hates
you, your ugly, your fat and so much more. Well, we broke
up and he got a friend involved someone I had no clue who
it was, he called me terrible names swore at me told me
I'll never be a good girlfriend. At that moment was when
I became a bit like Sariah. Its hard to hear things being
thrown at you, even when the person has no clue what you
have gone through, or what is happening in your life.
After that my life has just gotten harder and harder. I
started to have bad depression well I've had it before, but
it was just worse now. Also, I started to get anxiety as well
and low self,esteem, and those three things together are
terrible. Its like you are drowning and everyone is walking
past by you while you are sinking. There were nights were
I'd cry so hard that I made myself fall asleep, just because
I was exhausted from crying. That time was the darkest
part of my life. I didn't want to live anymore I didn't see
the purpose in life. I would think that people are better off
without me, I started to do self,harm to myself as in cut
myself. I didn't talk to anyone, I thought that if I did they
would judge me.
I found out that the only way I could get out of this is
by talking to a counselor, and I did but it wasn't the best.
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When we'd talk it was like the words would go in one ear
and out the other. After that I started to read books.
I found out that when I read and I'm in a state of
depression and anxiety It helps me to not think about it.
When I read its like I'm in a whole new world. A place
where people won't judge you, and you can be happy .I got
lost in my books. Even till this day I have depression and
anxiety, and its weird to say but the book I'm reading The
Hobbit has saved my life.
All the books I have read have saved my life.
As you can see life is hard and it always will be, there
will be challenges that don't last long, but there are others
that seems it will take a life time to get over it. I have found
out that with my books it helps me to, move on in life
even when storms are in the way. We all can get through
hard things and its better when we have something there
to help us on the way. I'm able to see the joy in life now
and the beauty in it. Love your life move forward and be
grateful for the hard times, and the things you have in life
as well. I can say now that I love my life, and I love my
books for saving me even at the hardest of times.
"The best feeling in the whole world is watching things finally
fall into place, after watching them fall apart for so long." By
Unknown.
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MY NAME IS JOHNNY
GUTIERREZ

Johnny Gutierrez

My name is Johnny Gutierrez, this is my third time starting
college "third time is a charm" and hopefully this time I
complete it. I start off in California where I was born and
raised until the age of 5. I went to preschool out there for
a year and then we moved to Utah, due to my parent's
job relocation. I was very young but I remember it was a
different place being out here and it didn't seem so vast
and the city was tiny compared to the Los Angeles area.
I started in kindergarten at Orchard Elementary in North
Salt Lake, Utah is where my journey started for a formal
education. I ended up graduating from Woods Cross High
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School in

2004,

I tried to go to college afterwards but it

seemed like a distant oasis I was never going to reach or
complete.
I was busy with my life and working full time at Foot
Locker moving up in the company gave me a sense of
conviction and who needs college when I'm doing just
fine for myself. I was still attending college but had it as a
secondary or third in my life and never was truly a primary
focus back then. I didn't realize the importance of school
until I moved to California when I was 27 to go work for
Vivint Solar to install solar on residential houses. I was
amazed by the lifestyle people had and what they most
of the successful people had in common which was
"Education". Most of the people that didn't have an
education were working 2~3 jobs just to maintain a decent
lifestyle out there. As I thought to myself I didn't want this
to be my future. After a year and a few months living out
there I decided to come back to Utah and start over and go
back to college once and for all.
I started coming up with a plan to get back to Utah,
due to the low cost of living, my support system I had,
and hearing if I work for the University out here I would
be able to qualify for half tuition. With these as my main
focus I put it into play my resume and put my notice in at
my job.
I had to change and for the better this time, I was finally
fed up with my situation and was purpose driven but not
everything goes to plan. As I moved back and submitted
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my application to the University waiting to hear back from
one of the dozens of applications I filled out online. No
calls ever came and it's been a month and a half since I've
been back, I had nothing going so I started to improvise.
I decided to started to take the volunteering approach at
the University of Utah Hospital and try to get my foot
into the door somehow. Which ended being a month long
process to start volunteering I ended up at the Emergency
Department of the University of Utah Hospital. I would
take patients back and forth from the emergency
department to MRI, CT Scan, or X~ray and back. After
putting numerous hours over the next 6 months I finally
got a call from the Neurology Department asking for a
group interview which always make me a bit anxious. It
was a 3 hour process and a week later I would receive the
call that I got the job. They made me start the following
month in which I had a training schedule that would last
2

weeks prior to starting at the clinic as an Outpatient

Specialist.
I wanted to get comfortable at my new job so I wouldn't
have any outside distractions or worries from my
performance at work. I delayed into going back to school
until 2017 and I would then sign up, but after the holidays
I was a bit undecided of what exactly I would study. Then
my ultimate question for my quest came up because I
didn't want to get a degree on which I wouldn't exercise
or put to use. I wanted to be sure this time since it was
my third shot at attempting school again. I put in extra
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thought and drew out a plan and wanted a job with
convenience to Utah Trax System for work so I can drive
less and start saving up. I worked in research park where
I had to drive because it was on the opposite end of the
Trax Station. I put in a few applications to the Huntsman
Cancer Institute and the main hospital center.
In luck I got called to my interview at the Huntsman
Cancer Institute to be a personal scheduler for Dr. Sharma
the Deputy Director of Outpatient Gastroenterology at
the hospital. I took that immediately as for my intentions
that I put out with my plan was manifesting itself, it made
me excited to see everything was working itself out. From
there I worked for him for the next 3 months in which he
put in his resignation and move his research and practice
to Arizona. We had 90 days to from that point to close his
clinic and inform and plan out his 300+ patient population
and lay out a plan for each of them. After it was said and
done there was an opening at our Acute Care Clinic. I
applied for that position as I wanted a home,base at work
and something that has consistency so I can finally go back
to school.
Now it's the beginning of October

2017

and I said to

myself "It will never be the right time to go back to school,
so I must take a stab at it and hopefully it works itself out."
As I started applying to Salt Lake Community College the
realization has started to set in. I thought about my job and
informed my manager about starting up again and she was
excited to hear, she told me I had her full support and we'll
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make it work. That was a great relief off my shoulders and
now I can focus my attention on school and finally make it
a priority in my life.
Coming to a realization that school is going to be a part
of my future and I needed to come up with an idea to
make it happen. As long as I had a plan and an objective l
would find a way to make it work. If I kept telling myself
when certain things fall into place, or this and that have to
happen first then it will never be the right time. I had to
just go with it and see what I wanted to prioritize in my life.
Deciding to go back to school was a huge process but one
that is worth going for. I wish I could have finished school
in the first place and would have been my choice back
then. But everything will happen for a reason and maybe I
needed to learn something school can't teach me and only
work experience will challenge my thought process. I do
believe that if you decide to leave and come back to school
make sure it's a priority and have a definitive focus for the
end. Everything will work itself out so you can reach your
full potential and be satisfied with the life you're living.
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PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Carlos Ochoa

In a sunny day in August, my brother, sister, and I were
having a usual day. We woke up and had breakfast with
one another. We all were in a good mood, all joking
around and making fun of each other because the day
before we went to lagoon with our whole family and
cousins and we were remembering the faces that we made
during some rides that we went on. As the day goes on
from cleaning and playing video games we all thought the
day was going to be like every other day. The day goes on
with ease waiting for our parents and then we hear knocks
at our door and my brother's phone rang ... and from that
my heart dropped.
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The phone kept on ringing and my brother and I just
looked at each other with worried faces because of what
the call had to do with. Once my brother answered, it
was my uncle calling us to tell us not open the door to
anyone. Then we had to wait for like 15 minutes and then
my uncle called again and he said to drive to the flower
shop that was in the corner by our house. So my brother
drove us and we saw my uncle standing outside. We were
so confused on what was going on, but once we got there
my uncles said these words that will forever change me as a
person and the way my life goes on. The words that he said
were "they have got him" Once I heard those words my
heart broke into pieces and I started to cry because from
those few words I knew what was going on.
My entire life I've moved on so much where I hardly
stayed in the same school for

2

years. At first it was hard,

but then I got used to it. I never really knew why we moved
so much, I was always told that it was for better work
opportunity, which at the time I use to believe. Once those
words went through my head that day I knew why we
really did move a lot. Both of my Parents were going to get
deported, and it was because they lost the case on getting
citizenship, and during that time something happened
which made stuff harder to get papers. We moved a lot
because we were avoiding to get caught for they can give
us the best live they can give us.
Right after my uncle told us we went to his house until
we got further news about our parents. I just remember
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crying my eyes out with my brother while are sister asks
us why we were crying. She was too young to understand
what was really going on and it was sad because during
that time she didn't know that her entire life was about to
change. As the day goes on we get more news and we find
out that they first took my dad and they let my mom on a 2
month stay for she can figure out what she was going to do
with us and are stuff.
The days go by and we are cleaning our house and
having yard sales every other day to get rid of most stuff
we had. As we move out our house into a hotel were my
mom use to work my mom figured out what she was going
to do. She told us that our uncle that lived in Wisconsin
was going to take us in and have sole custody of me and
my brother. My sister had to go with my mom because she
was still pretty young. I was really scared on about going
to Wisconsin because I didn't know anything about that
place.
As the days get closer I was scared because I didn't know
how my life was going to be from that point on. My uncle
that was from Wisconsin came over for we can go visit
my Dad because he was in some type of institution. It was
really sad because my last time seeing him was through a
glass window. The days come, so my brother and I go off to
Wisconsin with my uncle and my little sister goes with my
mom to Mexico.
All this that has happened to me has really affected me
a lot for sometime and there are days that it gets to me to
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still. I've learned so much and I really matured a lot too.
I've been at my lowest and I've seen people in their lowest
and from just being in that situation just really makes me
appreciate life more and I don't take anything for granted.
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VENICE BEACH

Brittney Sawyer

Romance ventures the artistry and the ocean life. The big
blue ocean is a beautiful place that reminds me of peace
on earth, where you can collect your thoughts and where
worries fade away as quickly as the rippling water. A place
you can relax. Venice Beach is filled with adventures and
opportunities. I have memories as a child of going to the
ocean, as well as memories of taking my children to the
ocean and to see Venice Beach.
As I close my eyes it all comes back to me. As I look
out into the deep blue ocean it looks like it goes on for
eternity. The wide open ocean with enormous swift waves
takes me to a calming place where I can imagine I am in
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paradise, the most peaceful place on earth. As I start to
walk towards the warm water in the soggy sand that gets
between my toes, it reminds me of a soggy sponge. The
wide open beach with enormous swift weaves slash upon
the shoreline. As I'm carried along by the water on the
surfboard, the feeling of the warm water splashes over me.
I get a mouthful of water that taste salty.
As I take a stroll through Venice Beach after an
extraordinary experience of the wonders of the ocean, I
think that the place is popular amongst tourist. It's a place
that never sleeps like Las Vegas. Venice Beach is ridden
with vendors that offer many different kinds of products.
As I'm walking along the boardwalk, I have the ability
to capture both worlds, the rich and the poor culture of
the beach life. I come across a diverse population such as
muscle men, skaters, surfers and people strolling along on
their rollerblades and beach cruisers. The amazing street
art is brought to my attention and it brings me back to the
diversity Venice Beach has to offer. It's an extremely fast
paced lifestyle where time flies by like an arrow. By now
the warm summer evening is slowly fading away on the
Pacific coast. The fiery of the sunset is descending to the
west. The beach is becoming deserted. But the boardwalk
is full of life. The beautiful ocean will always be a place
where everything is always forgotten. The city of Venice
will always be a place you can live as a kid again and
dreams can come true.
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A HOLE IN THE CEILING

Jake Jaussi

Hello. My name is Jake Jaussi. The last name is
pronounced yow,see. Yeah it's a weird last name, but it
originates from Switzerland. My ancestors were in
Switzerland when they migrated to Germany, then
Norway and Ireland. To give you a good description, at
the time of this incident I'm going to tell you about, it
was ninth grade, freshman year. I was 6'2, with blue eyes,
blondish, red hair, and freckled. I was one hundred and
fifty pounds of pure muscle, because the summer before
ninth grade started, I got into a sport called boxing, and
I went every single day. I was raised in a Mormon
household, which meant they loved and cared for me and
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showed me true love, and how to be so nice to people. But
I started to doubt the Mormon religion when members of
the church started to bully me.
Elementary school, Middle School, and High School
were all very tough places to go for me. In elementary
school, I would play by myself, and be treated as a "freak"
by the non~religious kids. Don't get me wrong, I had
friends, one actually. Kris Platt. He is the only reason I
have faith left in friendship, because he is still my friend
today. My bullies would call me names, physically hurt me,
and just ruin my attitude to eventually being negative in
middle school. Which leads to having negative friends. I
surrounded myself with kids in junior high that were into
explicit music, smoking weed, having sex, fist fighting,
cussing, acting out. But I was attracted to this group
because they were accepting of who I was, which was new
and exciting. Keep in mind, in seventh grade, I had left
the Mormon church, and started to change drastically. As
I entered this group, little did I know, that they didn't
actually like me. Korbin, which I went to elementary
school with. Austin, which had long brown hair that
covered his face. Matt, who was tan with blonde hair, total
surfer dude. Frodo, who was short with black shoulder
length hair, and last but not least, Travis, who was chubby
and loved to play guitar. They just pretended to like me
because they felt bad for me, and they pitied me because
I lacked specific social skills that they had. So basically
they would tolerate me and just talk constant shit on me.
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And this constant state of "Oh shit here he comes! Quick,
nobody engage with him in the hopes he'll go away,"
couldn't last forever.
Now that you know a little bit of background about
the main character, let's look at his everyday life style.
Everyday, Jake woke up to the song "Without Me," by
Eminem. He had his iPod connected to his iHome on his
nightstand that was next to his bed. It was made of a like
brown mahogany, and stood 3 ft of the ground, matching
the height of his mattress, which was on a creaky bed
frame. Across from his bed was an entertainment center,
where he held all of his valuable gold, in other words, his
video games and comic books. On his walls, there were
posters side by side of some of his favorite bands and
artists, such as Blink 182, Bob Marley, Nirvana, Eminem,
Red Hot Chili Peppers and Metallica. After hitting his
alarm, he would throw of his blue and white striped
blanket and turn off his lamp that said "I rock" on it, and
would shower. Brush his teeth, put on deodorant, spray
some of his fathers polo cologne, and walk to the bus
down the street while listening to some Greenday. The
music was different every morning, depending on his
mood.
When I arrived at Lehi Junior High, I was reminded
that my group of friends would always meet up at a bench
that was in front of the school and would discuss their
favorite south park episode, which I wouldn't join in on
because my parents wouldn't allow me to watch it. They
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would always give me shit about how my clothes didn't fit,
or how my personality was annoying. During lunch they
would try find a table that only had enough room for them
because they didn't want me to sit with them. I would try
to meet up with them when we were done eating, if I could
find them. They liked to hide from me because they didn't
have the balls too say they didn't want me in they're group.
But I never put this together because I was so excited to
have friends that accepted me for who I was. I would get
on the bus and sit alone. Only to be excited to go back
to school again the next day and continue on talking to
my "friends". I would come home, and my mom wouldn't
let me leave the house because she knew my friends were
trouble. But, someone eventually have to break, it's just
the order of the universe.
One day, I go into school, excited to talk to my so called
"friends", because the night before, I finally had the chance
to sneak in my first south park episode, and I couldn't wait
to talk to them about it. I got off the bus, and they were
at their bench outside, as usual. I approached them with
joy and started talking about the episode I saw. Everyone
in the group stops talking, looks at me, then they all start
laughing. I was confused and I didn't understand what was
so funny. Austin chimes in and says "That was the episode
that happened last week, we already talked about it." I
instantly felt like a dumbass. Too avoid my dignity from
shattering, I suggested "Hey, it's freezing out here, let's all
go inside. Class is going to start in fifteen minutes." Then
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I hear a voice that was shrouded with annoyance "Then
why don't you go inside yourself you stupid pussy, it's not
like you're wanted out here anyways", Austin says to me
while making direct eye contact. From that moment on, I
had been kicked out of the group, and immediately started
to resent them.
After being banished, I would have a hard time finding
places to eat during lunch. During weight lifting, I would
workout by myself. Up until this new kid moved into my
neighborhood by the name of Derek Phillips. He came to
Utah from California. He had black dyed hair with blonde
streaks, and enjoyed screamo music and loved to
skateboard. I was at the bus stop one morning, sulking
in my sadness by myself, when Derek walked up to me
and said "Hey is that a rasta bracelet from Zumiez?!" He
shouted in excitement. Then he pulled up his red, yellow
and green poncho sleeve and showed me the exact same
bracelet on his wrist. And from that moment on, me and
him temporarily became best friends. When we both get
to school after becoming close, it had been a month since
I had been exiled from the previous group, and Derek had
found out about it. He approached me one day with anger,
and said "Jake, are those kids over there talking shit on
you?", as he pointed to the group of heathens I used to
call my friends. In return, i replied with "Yeah, why does
it matter?". Derek looked me dead in the eyes and said
in retaliation, "Bro, you don't ever let someone talk shit
behind your back. Back in Cali, fights would break out
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everyday over that bullshit". Now I'm going to stop right
there. I had never been in any kind of fight before in my
life, and I don't like confrontations. I was very anxious and
the time, but was desperate for a change, and friendship.
One night, Matt, the ringleader of the group, decides to
talk massive shit over an app to me, saying how annoying
and fake I am. I wake up the next morning, show this to
Derek, and he says to me "The moment we get to school,
I want you to find him, confront him, and then to push
him." And this is where shit hits the fan. Today, I earn my
manhood.
I walk into school, headphones blaring, listening to
angry fight music. To give you an idea, I was bumping
Fight Music by D12, The Loser Wins by Atmosphere, The
Fire by The Roots, and a ton of Heavy Metal. I walk in
and see Matt with Korbin. I confront him with anger in my
veins "If you have something to say, say it too my face", I
say to Matt. He replies with a tired, sluggish "Jake, I don't
want to do this right now, I'm really tired". Which made
me even more angry, I repeated myself again, and he gives
me the exact same reply, but this time it's different. "Jake,
I'm not in the moo," Bam. I shoved him, he flew easily
four feet. And he was not expecting that at all. Before I
could approach him further, the parties were separated by
the vice principal and principal, both trying to defuse the
situation and figure out what was going on. Little did they
know, war was about to break out.
After the incident with Matt in the morning, all day I
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was listening to more and more angry music. Getting my
blood pumping and my heart pounding with vengeance
and adrenaline. Lunch comes around. At the time, my
boxing coach had taken a picture of me while i was
punching a bag at the gym, and put it on their website.
Derek knew this. Went on to the website during third
period before lunch and made flyers. That's right,
thousands of papers with a picture of me punching a
heavy bag with all capital letters saying "Team Jake!".
Okay. This is happening. It's official. I'm going to be
fighting Matt during lunch. I was born ready.
I had finished eating. Derek was standing next to me,
feeding me instructions and pep talking me through the
whole scenario. "Now, you're going to go over there, and
confront him. If he puss's out, shove him." with my hood
up, and the most angry I've ever been in my life, I walked
over to the group. I stood in the middle of all of them and
confronted Matt. "If you have something to say, say it too
my face in front of everyone right now". I shouted. "Jake,
I'm not going to do this with you" He says to me. Okay, so
now I'm supposed to push him as instructed. But before
I could even move, Austin comes out from behind Matt,
and gets in my face. "You know what Jake? You're just a
little bitch, and nobody likes you" He says in annoyance.
Now, I thought I was supposed to shove Matt, but I've
already gotten this far. So why not? "Shut the f*** up you
stupid dick!" I yelled back, and I shoved him harder than
I've ever pushed anything in my life.
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And so it begins.
Austin looked at me, and me at him. His neck twitched
from anger, and the next thing I know, I felt impact from
behind my left ear. He threw a right hook, with no form.
His hand went from being at his side, to sloppily punching
the side of my head. I didn't even budge. The adrenaline
kicked in after I pushed him, so I didn't feel pain either. I
looked at him, and in slow motion, with my white zip up
jacket and forty pound nike backpack on, I loaded back
my right balled up fist, and punched him so hard that he
fell on his ass. He stood up, and backed up so we looked
like two cowboys facing off at noon. He attempted to kick
my knees out from underneath me, but like a person with
common sense, I stepped back. His kick missed, and his
shoe flew off, making a hole in the ceiling. He was fine
ninety bucks to replace the ceiling tile. Oh man that was a
good feeling. After falling at kicking me, I went after him
with fists of fury, and punched him with a right and left
uppercut. When he was confused, I then distanced myself
out with with two jabs, then stepped back in and threw a
right hook to his liver, and a left hook to his head, putting
him on his knees. I could hear people behind me yelling
"finish him!!" and "Jake stop! Don't do it!". And before I
could do anything, I heard an office lady yell "step away
from that kid now!". Well, I proved my point. It's not the
size of the dog in the fight, it's the size of the fight, in the
dog.
I was being escorted to the principal's office, and on
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my way, people were forming together and giving me a
round of applause, one kid yelled "you're my hero!" as
I was brought into the office by two cops. They sat me
down and interrogated me. I told them my side, and since I
didn't throw the first punch, I got away Scott,free. Austin
on the other hand got stuck doing four hundred hours
of community service. I guess karma always finds its way
around.
After this whole fight went down, I walked away a
different person. I learned two weeks after, that Austin's
father beat him. And he didn't know how to take his anger
out on anything, so he would come to school and take it
out on me. And if I knew that beforehand, I still would
have kicked his ass. Because sooner or later, bullies have
to learn that what they're doing is not okay. And I learned
that I have to give some people the benefit of the doubt.
Most importantly, I need to show humility. If someone
doesn't care about him, then be the friend that does. That
way, we won't have any bullies.
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Emma Hiatt

Pain,

mJuries,

anger,

tears,

emotions,

happiness,

heartbreak, jealousy, traveling, unbreakable bonds, miles
and miles of running, sounds like a relationship doesn't it?
Well I was in a committed relationship to basketball for
thirteen years of my life. I turned in the glitter, makeup
and tutus for socks, shorts and squeaky shoes. For the
longest time growing up I wanted to be the best ballerina
in Utah, I truly believed people were going to watch me
dancing and singing on Broadway, 226 West 46th Street
New York, NY 10036 to be exact in the Richard Rodgers
Theater to be exact.
It was one recess during my elementary school days
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where I was asked to play ball with the boys. I was so
excited to play with the boys that when the final school
bell chimed his last chime I ran all the way home. Up the
hill, past the soccer fields, turned to the right, ran straight
for a little less than a mile, waved at my neighbor on the
right hand side of the street on the corner, and then finally
made it to my house. I kicked the door open jumping up
and down "MOM MOM MOM" I shouted jumping up
and down with my terrible no front teeth smile! The two
pigtails that were coming out the side of my head were
whipping me in the face because I was bouncing around so
much. "Emma I am right here, you need to calm down" my
mother told me, as she rested her hands on my shoulders
to stop me from bouncing all over the place. We had a
discussion on how much fun I was having playing
basketball with the boys at recess. It was my mom's idea of
signing me up for Jr. Jazz te 4ms to play and compete on.
One night we got in her white Jeep and drove to Kohl's
to get my very first pair of black and blue Reebok
basketball shoes and my very own pink basketball. Jr. Jazz
season came around and I was so excited, I thought I was
going to be the best on the team because I was "special"
and got to play with the boys at recess. But that was
definitely not the case. I had no idea on how to play the
sport and let alone make a basket. Luckily I was very tall
for my age and the baskets were lowered to mini sized
hoops I was able to make baskets easily in the worst form
possible. I will never forget my first basket. After making
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that first basket I would have never thought this was the
beginning of hundreds and thousands of baskets and
shots to come in all different places in the country.
In my 7th grade year my mom told me I should tryout
for the Churchill Basketball team, I had been doing camps
with them in the summer but it wasn't with the main team.
After three days of long tryouts and getting pushed
around by the older kids we finally made the team. Let's
fast forward to my 9th grade year, this season I was able
to either tryout for the Jr. High team or the Skyline High
School Lady Eagles girls team. I wasn't sure if I was ready
for that commitment level or talent level of HS basketball
yet. I played with my Jr. High and led my team to the
District Champs basketball ball game at Evergreen Jr.
High. This is where my passion and love grew even
stronger for the sport, and my story and emotional journey
started.
"Congratulations you're on the team" Coach Schroeder
said unreadable. I did it, I made to the next level of
basketball! WORST. SEASON. EVER. I hated basketball,
I had never hated something so much in my life, Coach
Cotterell was the worst, she would get mad and make us
run the whole entire practice. Season officially ended for
the Sophomore team at this point in time I was glad I was
done and I didn't want to play next season.
Jr Year rolls along, tryouts were on my birthday that
year. I decided I was going to play and be with my friends
once again. I loved basketball again, I was the leading
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scorer of the Junior Varsity team. Coach Carraso LOVED
me. I hardly ever got substituted out of games unless I was
completely dead. This had caused issues with two of my
best friends on the team, one hardly got to play in any
game and the other was my backup. It sucked knowing she
was my backup because she was also my best friend, and it
caused a rivalry between us.
Unfortunately things only got worse from here, not
only was I losing some of my best friends on the team
but on February 9,

2016

at Kearns High School my season

ended. Done. We were five games away from the State
Championship and I wouldn't be able to make it there.
Coach Schroeder would always say "Play with your heart
always because you never will know when your last game
will be." I found that statement to be very true. My ankle
was completely broken, I had no feeling in my foot what so
ever, I wasn't able to move my toes, my foot was not able
to turn, and pain filled my whole entire body. I couldn't
think, and before I was able to even cry there were about
four or five parents from my team carrying me to my
mom's car only for me to be rushed by the hospital.
Senior season slowly rolls around the corner, this
season was unlike any other season I have ever had. Two
of my best friends got cut from the team and our very first
game in I played fifteen seconds at the most, freshman,
sophomore and the worst players on our team played over
me that night. I'll never forget that night, I went home and
cried the whole entire night, I was heartbroken. That next
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day my mom called my coach and set a meeting for us. It
was that very moment I was going to quit, I mean why stay
on a team that doesn't play you? Staring straight into my
coach's eyes and asked "Why should I stay on this team
where other people are playing over me that shouldn't and
you don't value my abilities? Coach I have been loyal to
you for six years you know me more than anyone on this
team but I don't know if I'll be here after today."
For many days I went back and forth in my mind.
"Why should I continue to play?" There were many
sleepless nights, days spent alone, and meetings with the
coaches to figure out if I should continue to play or not. I
didn't like basketball anymore, I HATED it. It didn't make
me happy anymore in fact I came home and cried after
every single game we played even if we won. Many times
my mother told me "Emma, you've worked too hard to
give up now. You'll be mad at yourself if you quit now.
They put you on this team for a reason, you're leading
them right now, this is your team. There's only a month
left you can do this." At this point every day I was
counting down until my last season was over. I was
longing for the days where I could go practice my musical
theater scripts, pack up all my bags and head to NYC for
music school. At this point in my life music was my
passion. Music made up for all the happiness that
basketball took away from me. Being on Broadway was
my passion. I told my coach that I was going to quit and
focus on my music. I have no idea on what she said or
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what happened, but for some reason I will never know I
continued to play basketball.
February 26th, 2017 at 1:30pm I became a 4A Region 6
Girls Basketball State Champion. That was the scariest
game of my life. I had been to the state game two times
before this and lost, it was an incredible feeling to actually
win this time around in overtime, and beat our biggest
rival Judge Memorial. Emotions filled my body, I was
unable to stand or speak because this was the best day
of my whole entire life. Reporters, camera crew's, news
stations, parents, family, friends and our student section
rushed around me and my team cheering for me and my
team. I remember standing up looking into my mom and
coach's eyes and hearing them say "You did it Emma."
Basketball made me who I am today, not a State
Champion but a person with some life knowledge. It filled
me with many life lessons. It not only taught me hard
work, how to form unbreakable bonds, and patients. But
it taught me how to never give up even when things are
tough. As my favorite basketball warm up song would say
"You gotta keep reachin, never stop believing, I know the
road looks crazy but you can make it through this storm."
There were many moments where I could've quit and
moved on in my life and go play music like I always wanted
to do but I continued and got amazing results from it. The
harder you work the better the results end up and that it a
lesson that blessed my life.
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Jennifer Merrihew

I was born in a Murray, Utah hospital. I was raised in West
Valley, Utah with my Mom and Dad. My mom would drive
me to Twin Peaks Elementary from 1st - 4th grade. Then
my parents and I moved to Kearns Utah, everything was
new and different for me. My mom would drive me to
Fox Hills Elementary when I was in 5th grade, but when
I was in 6th grade I walked to school with my friends.
When I was 5 years old I became diagnosed with (ADHD)
meaning, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.
So from 1st - 5th grade my mom felt that there was
something more to me then ADHD, but all of the teachers
believed that I was fine. That's when in 6th grade a man
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who is a specialist with kids that struggled with reading
and writing, and he thought that there is something more
to me, he talked to my mom and have her take me to see
a psychiatrist and neurologist to test me and see what it is
that I have. Then the psychiatrist said that I was diagnosed
with Asperger Syndrome meaning: High Functioning of
Autism it is part of category of conditions called autism
spectrum disorders. People with Asperger syndrome
usually have normal to high intelligence and do not have
the language problems typical of autism, if you still don't
know what it means just look on Youtube and type in what
is Asperger, or ask me. I didn't know what Asperger was so
I put it in as my special interest.
So when I was in Kearns Junior High in 7th grade I
had to take Special Ed classes for Math and English which
took part of the day. Now I will talk about my Special
Ed English teacher Mr. Gorder, he was not very tall,
sometimes wore glasses, he was a young teacher who
blended in with the students, and he helps each student
one by one, but mostly likes to teach the whole class too.
Mr. Gorder inspired me. He wanted me to succeed,
helped me with my memory. He played teaching games, he
threw a ball and we had to catch and defined the words
and sometimes spell them out. He was not strict with the
students usually they did their school work, but there were
some other students that wouldn't worry so much because
they followed the teachers instructions. Finally I would
like to add that I was in Mr. Gorder's class room for 7th,
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8th, and part of 9th grade. Also I had him for 12th grade for
Social study class.
In conclusion I did have a hard time in my elementary
years, but in Kearns Junior High Special Ed. English class
it was a really good learning experience for me. And I had
awesome teachers too. Thank you Mr. Gorder and all of
the other English teachers too.
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Grisel Guadarrama

My name is Grisel Fausto, I was born in Chicago Illinois
but at the age of 9 I was sent to Mexico. I have two
handsome boys Angel and Eric. Throughout my life there
have been many obstacles I've had to overcome to get to
where I am today. Like being a child with your parents
arguing for the dumbest clueless reasons, moving to a new
place not knowing anyone or anything from there, not
having my mother when I needed her the most, and my
attempts of suicide. But God helped me get to where I am
today and for that reason I'm the positive thinking person
lam.
Being a child with 2 parents arguing for a clueless reason
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was hard. But my own mother not believing me was
harder. I was sexually abused for years. And for that
reason, my mom had decided to send me and my 4 other
siblings to Mexico, along with the man that did that to me.
It was hard transitioning from the U.S to Mexico, it was a
completely different environment where I felt abandoned,
where I didn't know how to do much, a place where I had
to either get beaten or run away. For 6 years I had to fight
for my life, there wasn't a day in my life where I wasn't hit.
Running away was the only way I wouldn't get hit. I felt as
if I had to fight for my life more than actually live my life as
a child. I felt lonely and abandoned in so many ways I can't
explain. Although my life in Mexico wasn't perfect, there
were some good things that happened. I had met great
friends that helped me forget the pain I was often going
through. I loved playing soccer in the dirt which usually
made me temporarily forget how bad I was treated. But
everything happens for a reason.
Moving to Mexico didn't just cause me to get abused
more often, but it also ruined my chance of ever going
back to school like normal kids usually would. From with
what I remember I didn't even get to finish fifth grade.
When I was in Mexico I did not have the opportunity to go
to school like my younger siblings because my mom didn't
have the proper documents to get me back in school and
couldn't get a hold of the papers we needed. So, for that
very reason I never went back to school as a normal child.
From that point on I was improperly homeschooled by one
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of my cousins that was going to school to be a teacher, but
in my mind, I always knew I was going to finish school no
matter how old I got, because I always knew that it's never
too late to go back. So instead of going to school my mom
sent me to work at the age of 15. My first ever job was at
McDonalds.
Although I had come back from Mexico my life didn't
become all happy and rainbows. I still hated my life, I was
still abused, I was still not believed by my own mother, and
I still felt lonely. I hated my life so much that I attempted
suicide a couple times. Every time I tried to overdose,
something or someone always stopped me. I always knew
that God had brought me into this world for a reason. But
with the way my life was going I felt like I didn't have a
reason to be here and would never find my reason.
Having my first boyfriend at 1.5 obviously made me
assume me and him were going to be happy together
forever. But in rare cases does that happen with the age I
was at. My boyfriend, at the moment, was involved with
drugs, violence and gangs. But of course, we lived in a
community where being in a gang was normal, where
selling drugs was normal, and where violence was part of
our everyday lives. Yes, I was part of drivebys. Yes, I was
part of selling drugs, and yes, I was part of jumping people
for no reason, but I knew I wanted the best for myself
and for my future. I didn't want violence and drugs in my
everyday life for my future. I knew I wanted to be happy,
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without violence or drugs. So, for that very reason he and
I went our separate ways.
Forward on I met someone else. He treated me amazing,
he had respect, and he was beyond nice at the beginning.
This guy showed me what I wanted for my future, and so I
had my first son. After living with my boyfriend who then
became my husband, he started treating me bad. Being
pregnant and finding out your husband made someone
else pregnant was hard to accept. But I didn't and couldn't
go back to my mom. She still lived with my stepfather who
I hated, while I still had so much hate against her. Since
I didn't have anyone to count on I stayed with him. I let
him treat me bad, and I let him have affairs because I knew
I couldn't count on anyone else. After having my second
son I still stayed with him. But in January of

2007

my

husband decided he didn't want to be a husband anymore,
he didn't want to be a father anymore, and he didn't want
us anymore. After 4 days with no communication, he
called and told me he moved to Salt Lake City. He had left
us with no money, I had no job, and he left us with unpaid
bills, without anywhere to go.
Once again, I felt abandoned and lonely and felt as if I
didn't have a reason to be here anymore, so I attempted
to overdose. As I was crying and drinking the pills I heard
one of my children crying. At that moment I rushed to my
sister and she took me to the E.R where they had to give
me a detox. After my recovery I realized what a terrible
mother I was, I was about to abandon my own children,
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I was about to leave them lonely in this world without
anyone to love them as much as I did. I was about to end
my life all over a person who didn't value us.
From that point on I lived with my mom, only for a few
months. Although we lived together, we couldn't look at
each other eye to eye. So, I begged my husband, who had
abandoned me, to take me with him. So, in May of 2007
I moved to Utah with him and our

2

children. I moved

thinking everything between him and I was going to be
better. But after 6 years of constant affairs, lying and the
abuse, I realized I had to stop depending on him. So, I got
a job as an elementary school secretary. I wanted to work
at a school to collaborate with children, because I knew
any child could be going through with what I had went
through, and I wanted to help them.
Finally, as a mother, I wanted to set a good example for
my kids. So, at age 32 I finished high school online. After
my online course I went into community college. I wanted
to study in family human studies, but decided to go for
dental assistance.
Although it was hard I went back to school as I knew
I always would. I realize that God has a reason for
everything and that he was with me my entire life to get
me to where I am today. I always say, "Have faith and smile
because smiling won't just help yourself, but it could help
someone else". Throughout all the negativity growing up,
now I try to stay positive and smile. With the help of God,
I'm thankful he lets me wake up every day and lets me
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enjoy being with my kids. I may not see him or hear him
but I know he's always someone I can count on. Without
him I wouldn't be here realizing how far I've come
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A NEVER ENDING FLOW OF
IMAGINATION

Anna Overfield

As a kid, I have always considered myself someone with a
big brain and an even bigger imagination. An imagination
of that size is quite overwhelming because so many things
just come and flow in your brain, but say you're in class
and trying to take notes. How can you be able to get what
you have in your imagination down on anything if you're
too busy with in,class notes? That has always been a big
problem for me, especially as I've gotten older. It all started
with the reading and video games I played as a kid. I grew
up with the famous Pokemon franchise always in my life,
from the games, the anime, plushies, toys, and the card
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game. And the books, of course. With all of that, I
developed my own insertion into the world, which was a
pretty common dream for a kid that loves the franchise.
I first started out with drawing because that was the only
thing I could do in expressing myself and my imagination.
Though in my younger years, I did dabble in a bit of
writing, but not as much.
I remember in second grade, I wrote a hardback book
called "The Strong Girl" in which I also did the drawings
myself. I only remember vaguely that it was about a girl
who was with her parents, but had gotten separated from
them. I'm not sure I expressed how they were separated,
but she had to be strong while on her own until she was
reunited with her parents again. I don't know where that
book is or what I did with it, but I am very sure I would
just cringe if I ever read it again. Even at the drawings.
During the early elementary school years, I also crafted
small books made of paper that had more drawings than
words in them. That definitely says something, even at
my early age. Though I didn't keep it up for long. I only
remember drawing whatever I wanted, willy nilly, until
middle school.
Middle school...was a bit of a crazier time for me. Then
again, it was a crazy time for everyone. Back in my old
school district in Cave Creek, Arizona, a district
adjustment was made. Because of the size of kids in my
grade, they moved the sixth grade curriculum to my
elementary school, leaving us at the school for one more
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year. I liked the adjustment because I had made a lot of
connections at the school, and I wasn't really ready to
leave. That wasn't where things were crazy, though. In
fact, I was a popular kid in that grade, and my friends
knew how passionate I was about Pokemon. I even carried
my only Pikachu plush around on my shoulder, always
imagining myself as a Trainer. He would also sit on my
desk during class. What a kid I was. Luckily, that was only
for that year.
After sixth grade was over, I transitioned from all of that
to my middle school seventh grade, where I had friends,
but I was being bullied a lot . It was a good thing the
bullies were people I never knew before, but they made
fun of me for what I've loved since I was young. During
that time, outside of school, my imagination sparked much
more. At home, I still went with my passion, and played
the Pokemon games, watching the anime, and also reading
the manga much more. During the nighttime, I dreamed.
I dreamed whatever I could muster of outside this reality,
but they didn't last very long at a time. Middle school from
seventh to eighth grade was the only time I just dreamed
and imagined, and let my head go to places. No writing or
drawing was involved, except only one story I wrote at the
end of my entire middle school career.
After those struggles were over, I had gone on to high
school, a very impacting time in my life. First, teacher of
mine who I had in eighth grade moved up to teaching
freshmen in high school, so I had him a second time. He
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really inspired me with my passions and my imagination
during both years I had him. I remember while in his high
school class, I read all seven Harry Potter books in just a
few months, and I showed him my progress every day. It
was quite fun to do and really got my imagination going
because of trying to immerse myself in Harry's world.
Despite that, I still didn't do any writing or drawing for
myself.
I would get into serious writing, but for my own
amusement, during the age of sixteen. I got more involved
in the Internet during that time, and when I saw other
people's work on.line, I got inspired. So I decided to do my
own writing, which I had published on.line to the people
I knew on the Internet. The stories I first wrote was just
about myself as a Pokemon Trainer and what my life would
be like there. I was happy that they liked the portions I
wrote as well as the concept I explained to them separately.
So I kept writing because I felt it worked out for me.
Though it was hard to come up with each part I wrote
because I normally imagine things more visually, and it's
harder for me to describe words based on things I think
about. This kind of writing went on for a while.
Between the ages of sixteen seventeen, my interests and
my passions started to change. As I've learned about and
watched new games from Let's Play YouTubers, I've
started to gain a bigger appreciation for what else is out
there that people like outside of the Pokemon franchise. I
started revolving my own imagination around those games
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too as I've seen how cool the different worlds and
scenarios are. During that time, I also started immersing
yourself into the Sonic the Hedgehog series and franchise,
as the stories about the world itself interested me. But
because of how much new stuff was introduced to me at
a time, I wasn't sure what to write about next. My
imagination became extremely overwhelming, I couldn't
write anything without being stumped from either
forgetting what I had in my head, or not being able to get
my ideas down the way I hoped I would. So I struggled
with this and tried writing, but only multiple unfinished
stories was the result. Though for my last semester of high
school, I took a creative writing class to help me improve
my writing and learn new tips about writing on its own,
since I technically taught myself how to write my stories.
I will admit, that class was a really great experience, as I
wrote in different formats like poems, TV and play scripts,
and also short stories! But after high school ended, I still
struggled on my own with writing, so I decided to take a
break.
Late in my first semester of college, I got my laptop/
tablet device that allowed me to draw on it digitally, a
hobby of drawing I've wanted to do for a while. With it, I
have been able to express myself visually like I've always
thought of things in my own head. I may not be good at
it yet, but I am pretty satisfied with having this under my
arsenal. But even with drawing, I have an overwhelming
imagination, being more sophisticated than what I can
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actually make. While I haven't written anything in a long
time, that doesn't mean I don't like writing and won't stop
doing it. Recently, I also :figured out there's more formats
of writing I can do. My personal favorite is the format of
writing for a visual novel, a game that mostly runs off a
script of mostly dialogue and some actions between the
characters shown on the screen. I feel like I'd have a lot of
fun trying to write for one. I'll have to see where the future
takes me first. My current circumstance is basically my
imagination still going haywire of games I've seen or just
any random idea that comes to my head with nothing but
what my next drawing or story idea will be. Even writing
this narrative, I'm still thinking about it, and that almost
made me procrastinate. I thought I was the only one like
this, though. But I've realized so many people live in this
world, there is a huge possibility there are others with such
vast imaginations like mine.

I wonder what their daily lives are like ...
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MY HERO MY MOM

Esther Kim

There are a lot of mothers who are not educated, but they
are smart enough to take care of their family and kids.
Mothers are heroes for their kids. A mother's love is
wonderful and non~comparative. Even though they don't
have enough education, they desire their children to be
educated people. They always have the best plans for their
kids. My mom was one of them. She only went to school
until second grade, and she quitted because her parents
couldn't afford her school. In Myanmar, we have to pay for
school, and the school doesn't provide the school supplies.
My mom didn't have formal education, but she was
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intelligent enough to take care of us. We never had a hard
time paying bills, and we never went hungry.
Before my mom passed away, my two sisters and I lived
with her. The four of us lived in a big house. My mom was
a businesswoman. She would buy fresh produce such as
lime, corn, and beans from the farmer, then she would sell
them in my village and other villages which were located
five miles away from my village. She used a bicycle to sell
them. I can still see her riding a bicycle with her long hair
flying in the air, and a big basket full of fruit on the back of
her bicycle. My mom was not educated enough; however,
she was intelligent to do business. My mom was a busy
woman.
My mom always woke up early and cooked for us before
she went to the farm. Every day when she woke up, she
would sing a song, which I can still hear her peaceful voice.
She was friendly, beautiful, and patient. She always
encouraged us not to worry about anything; we just had
to study hard, so we wouldn't have to work so hard like
her. My mom was a wonder woman. She was always by our
side whenever we need her. She was as strong as a man.
Her mind was full of positive things. Whenever we talked
some angriness about my dad, she would softly say not to
have wrong impressions about my dad.
My

mom

is

my

super

hero.

She

loved

me

unconditionally. She taught me how to live calmly in this
messy world. I know that there are a lot of mothers like
my mom was. I just can't think why my mom had to fall
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from the family tree so early. Why didn't God give me a
chance to take care of my mom? My mom is not around
anymore; however, she will always be in my heart, and my
mind. The things that she taught me will always be in my
head. Someday when I become a mother, I will definitely
try to become a hero for my kids as my mom is for me.
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LIST--OF--SORROW AND
STICK--OF--DEATH

Christian Makoma

Rwanda, a country of a thousand hills in the heart of
Africa, in the beginning of January

2006,

my first day at

school ready to start grade five at "Ecole Primaire l'
Horizon" as my school from grade one. At

7:00

am on

a sunshine day on a general assembly, more than

700

students of 6 to 12 years standing on straight line in white
shirts and dark blue shorts for boys and skirts for girls. I
was excited to meet back my fellow friends after a long
holiday of three months, everybody was shouting loud
and screaming. I was carrying a soccer ball in my hands,
like always, with my bag pack in the back.
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Our head mistress Beatrice stood outside on a little
stage on the top to gave us a welcoming speech in French
and she said: " soyez le bienvenue dans votre complex Ecole
Primaire l' Horizon, je vous souhaitez de passe une bonne annee
academic, encore soyez le binvenue" meaning that we were

welcomed in the complex and she wished us to have a
successful academic year, she welcomed new students and
teachers including an English teacher called John and
geography teacher Alex. After presenting to us different
changes in our school in terms of administration and
teaching.
First hour in class in my fifth grade by coincidence
teacher John from Uganda a neighbor country, came in as
first teacher of the day, the class started right away with
more presentation and setting expectation for our class as
main goal to pass the national exam final after grade six to
enter grade seven according to the system. By that first day
everything was good a fun mood.
Day two, things turned around it was time to get to
work, a new chapter on the English module started which
was past tenses and past participles of English. The whole
class was expecting to learn new verb and their meaning
since French was the primary language with my mother
tongue "Kinyarwanda" English was the third language
(even though now English has taken over and French now
is a dead language in country) but our expectations came
out with a different result because teacher John brought
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a list of more than three hundred verbs which we soon
nicknamed the "list of sorrows".
I don't have any idea of where Teacher John brought
the most boring way of teaching ever which was extremely
awful of cramming all the verbs, their past tenses and past
participles on the list of sorrows and at each beginning
of the class, teacher John came in a long papyrus stick of
around two feet the whole class should stand up and say
in a dramatic melody way" good morning teacher!" and
replied "good morning, everybody stand,up!"
Everybody in a standing position he was asking
randomly any verb on the list and once have got the
correct answer which was like gambling you had to sat
down but if you failed you got caned on your buttocks
three times with the stick of death. I remember nobody
got the correct one within the first week. The routine
continued at given moment where everybody was
extremely nervous we started hating the English class,
instead of revising a least to get some verb on your mind.
We conducted our researches on effective ways of
cheating like let your classmate carry the list on the other
side of the class in a hidden way to the corner and when
you are asked to respond you could hear a smooth little
voice giving you from your fellow classmates.
Some of my classmate including me decided to never
try any effort at all and became like a battle in the jungle
where we couldn't even answer at least what we knew but
we started hiding notebooks and newspapers into our
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shorts in order to reduce the stick pain on our back, some
of us could even run out of the class once they got caned
for the first time. Another group of classmates with most
of us start dodging classes and went to hangout either on
the football pitch or in the mirror of restrooms.
At the end of the year we were expecting big changes
because even other teachers were aware of the situation
but no action was taken from the school administration
and we ended up failing grade five like half of the class.
Getting into grade six we kept all of our teachers including
teacher John and at this time we were exposed without
back up because at the end of grade six a national exam
was waiting for us as it is until now this is the only bridge
that any student need to cross in order of getting into
grade seven.
We did the national exam and by the time that the result
came out everybody was shock even the head mistress
couldn't even explain it to the board of parents how in 42
students only 8 of them can get at least a 50 percent in
English and yet pass other subjects (where I got 33 percent
in English but I came out with an average of 73 percent
because I did awesome in other subjects), I remember one
month later she quit her job and we moved to from school
because the highest they had was just grade six.
My school journey continued into another boarding
school which was more than

200

miles from home called

GSOB, here I got a superb experience with an old Samoan
old lady called Mulipola teaching English as second
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language and I started to like English once again after two
miserable year of bad experience. 3 years later our
government also decided to reinforce our program and
some changes was applied to our program by getting all
the modules in English instead of French which made a
big impact on my knowledge about English, few years later
I moved with my family into

2016

where am taking now

some classes including English reading and writing
without any complication.

Ill

A YOUNG MAN FROM KOREA
GOES TO AN AMERICAN
COURT

Sengjae Choi

I was born in Korea in 1998. I was a little slower in school
than other children when I was young. But I overcame
it well with the help of my parents and went to middle
school and high school. Now I am in the United States.
Many things happened in the United States, too. I went to
court for violating a traffic regulation. I won the ticket. I
will write my story today.
I learned a lot from my parents about basic literacy skills.
I had a reading and writing ability test when I was young.
My test results show that I am much less able to read and
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write than my peers. The doctor who took this test
recommended two ways to my parents. The first way is
to explain a sentence or a word that is difficult to read
when you read a book. So I looked up a picture that was
associated with a word I don't know. What remains in
memory is the traffic sign. Every traffic sign has a different
name. So I remember going outside with my parents and
checking out the signs on each traffic sign. When I saw
it in person, I thought it was more memorable. Studying
word like this makes me think of picture so I could read
faster and understand better.
Second, the only way to improve my ability to write is
to write first. I must learn to write one by one, saying that
perfect words, perfect thoughts, and perfect grammar are
impossible. So I wrote daily routines. Keeping a journal
produces many sentences and increases the writing ability.
And if the word or grammar is wrong, my parents told me
the wrong part and corrected the wrong part on the new
paper to make it a perfect diary. Studying writing like this
really improved my ability to write very gradually. After
two years of doing these two daily routines, the ability to
read and write became more similar to that of my peers. I
would recommend it to people in my position.
I found a way to read successfully with the help of my
parents

and

doctor.

The

way

that

the

doctor

recommended to me was drawing association method. I
have used it since I was a child. When I read, I read by
recalling the sentences from writing as pictures. This is
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because the older I get, the faster I can understand my
writing. The way my parents recommend me is to read
by word of speaking aloud. My parents said you can
concentrate better when hears a story. So I tried. It wasn't
much but it was more focused. However, this method was
only focused on two or three pages of writing. Because
if I read the novel for a long time, I feel thirsty and my
concentration level drops. So I only use this method when
I read short articles. Both ways were very helpful to me.
I think my background has influenced my study a lot.
The reason why I thought this way is because background
is very important. I think I have a background of having
good parents. I think the background of the parents ' study
and the behavior of the parents have a great influence on
their children's learning. My parents knew from childhood
that I had a lower literacy rate than other children. So they
helped a lot in my life to improve my ability to read and
write. My parents showed me how to read the book first,
and made time to read it with me every day. My parents
taught me spelling and sentence structure of my diary
every day before I was in middle school. My parents
directed a story with me on the weekend. My mother told
me an interesting story according to my reaction and when
I was disinterested. I switched to another story and told
it. Then I was told to make up a story, so I made it myself.
This memory is still with me.
Secondly, I watched TV. I used to watch 40 minutes
of educational broadcasting a day during the week. On
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weekends, I watched cartoons and watched educational
programs for two hours a day. I asked my father and
mother to tell me what they thought after watching the
TV program. So I watched TV every day and shared my
thoughts with my mom. After several years of this
method, my literacy has grown little by little. My mother
sent me to an essay institute to improve my writing ability
in middle and high school. Studying the essay writing has
improved the logic of writing my argument and improve
sentence structure. I think it is important that I have such
good parents. Frankly, I don't think I would have grown
this way without my parents ' background and now I don't
think I would have found it in the United States. I want to
thank my parents again.
I didn't feel my ability to read and write when I was
in middle school and high school. Because the education
system of our country is focused on the test. The
education method of Korea is not to read or write but to
teach to read and solve test questions fast. So I felt like I
was a student who could really read and write when I was
doing my homework in America. Many of the assignments
in college are to read and write my opinions. I
communicate with my professor when I have questions
about my homework. As I communicate, I understand the
problem of my draft, correct it, and submit it again. I feel it
is my ability to read and write. For six years, I learned only
to solve test questions in Korea. So the first few month of
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my class Salt Lake Community College were difficult. But
now I am successful my English class.
I started my story telling about getting a traffic ticket
here in Utah. By myself I spoke to the judge in English. I
said I am not guilty. I was asked a few more questions. The
judge realized I was innocent and let me go. I attribute my
success to my parents who helped me learn to read, write
and speak in Korea. And now I am doing reading, writing
and speaking successfully in English.
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THIS I BELIEVE ABOUT
PATHWAY

Joa.o Elson de Barros Inocencio

Thinking about this journey of one year was very
emotional. The beginning of everything was in Brazil. The
Program Pathway seemed very difficult because I had
much deficiency with the language. The words seemed
difficult to me. I had to access the dictionary many times to
understand the text, but God was blessing me over time.
In Brazil, I participated in the Pathway Program in an
adult, married class. Some classmates were college
graduates and others just had a high school education.
As the Pathway had just arrived in Joao Pessoa, Brazil,
everybody felt a great excitement to do the program. Each
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week we felt the challenge to understand how to do the
week of assignments, speaking partners, peer partners,
and to be a lead student. Each week was a new challenge to
all of us. We had to have patience with everybody because
it was very new to us. We also had to have motivation to
keep going with the studies primarily because we weren't
English language natives.
I discovered new words, new expressions, and new
English songs from my church. I learned many stories of
faith, learned new ideas during discussion board with
classmates from other places, recalled themes from
mathematics, learned about expressions in English from
mathematics, and practiced English with speaking partner
and with classmates during the course. I improved my
ability to read, write, speak and read in English. Our
growth is little by little, but we didn't feel it. We felt that
we have not grown during our time. But today I can read,
write, speak, and listen better. Even though I am not fluent
in the language yet, I grew a lot since I began to study
English and to do the Pathway Program.
Another interesting fact during the journey was my
move to the USA. I was doing the Pathway in Brazil. I
thought pathway was only difficult for those who were not
native English speakers, but when I arrived here in the
USA, there were many natives of the language that had
difficulty doing Pathway. Because each person has his or
her limitations and deficiencies, God blesses those who
strive.
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I want to thank God for the great opportunity of doing
the Pathway program, my wife for giving the necessary
support and for paying for my courses during the year,
the missionaries that gave the help necessary during the
gathering, and the classmates for helping and motivating
me to continue doing the Pathway Program.
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MY STORIES ABOUT
READING

HyeongJin Choi

Through the English 990 class, I read different essays from
the different writers. I want to synthesize several essays.
These four essays which impressed me during the reading
and I want to compare and put my experiences in this
essay about learning English and reading and writing.
Also, I will answer questions: What memories does
reading hold for you? How did you learn to read and write?
How did your culture or background impact your
learning? I will write my answers from the questions. The
first part I will talk about my middle and high school
period reading and writing stories. In the second part I will
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talk about my TOEFL hard studying story, and the final
part is my American college story.
First of all, my country South Korea is the hardest place
to live as a student because of the high education. The
culture and background impacted my learning when I was
a middle school student. My school finished at 3 pm. After
school, I must go to the Korean or English academy to
improve my grade and I had to attend many academies not
to fall behind with other friends. Therefore, my parents
were paying lots of money because of academies. My
middle school teachers always forced me to read books
because reading the book is really important value in my
country. Because of that I naturally was uncomfortable
with reading the books and at that time I couldn't find
some interest from reading a book.
After reading I really agree with the John Holt's opinion
because his situation is almost same as my experiences.
He believes that traditional structured classroom activities
tend to destroy a student's creativity and desire to learn.
And these days school never gave any opportunities to
students to really share what they thought about a book
just for testing. I also think that today's school make
student hate learning and studying. For example, in South
Korea, high schools have a rule that high school students
must stay in school until 9 pm to study and in the last
year of high school students, they must study in school
until 10:30 pm. Also on Saturday, I had to go to school
on Saturday in morning. If some students break that rule
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and go home, they must get punishment the next day. It
provides bad effects and results for many students. That
rule can make students focus on the study but almost all
students hate and doing some different things in study
time. School made the students hate learning. In addition,
when the author changed his education method to reading
a book in free time and focusing on understanding, lots
of students made good effects that they naturally familiar
to reading a book and understanding easily in that way.
Therefore, I think these days schools need to change the
classic and traditional teaching way for students for their
future. ('How Teachers Make Children Hate Reading',
John Holt)
On top of that, I learned reading and writing English
through the TOEFL test. I have many experiences reading
and writing because of TOEFL. When I was a high school
student, I studied for the TOEFL for applying to BYU
for studying abroad. I studied

2

years for TOFEL grade.

During that period, I read many different kinds of topics,
texts, and writing essays. When I start TOEFL study, it
was so painful and hard for me because I was
uncomfortable with reading a book and I had not studied
this type of study. Everything was new to me and I read
many English books for trying to familiar with reading.
Also, the reading makes me familiar with the using
English. However, I took 4 times the TOFEL test but I
couldn't get the grade that I wanted. But I didn't give up
and I studied harder for my future. Finally, I got the grade
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from TOPEL test and I think because of that hard
studying I could easily adapt to college studies and life.
From the text, the author's purpose and main opinion
is the importance of the learning and reading. This text
makes me want to engage reading books. The author is
one of the most influential African,American in history.
Before that time, he had a life,changing experience when
he was in prison. He tried to write letters to Elijah
Muhammad and he needs to study words in English. He
tries to learn English through many books so he reads a
lot of books in the prison library. Also, he found the joy
and motivate from reading a book that reading makes him
free and happy. He overcomes his hardship by his efforts
and because of reading a book he became an author. After
I read this text, I really engage with this story because this
author's story is too similar to me. He started studying
words in English and reading many books because of one
motivation like me and finally, he became an author. From
this text, I got new motivations to studying harder because
the author was in difficult moments but he succeeds what
he wanted. I got new good effects of reading the book.
Also, through this text. ('Saved' Malcolm X)
Finally, the author was born on the Sioux reservation
and she had to suffer in the many people's different
perspective. She was scared and disturbed because she is
an Indian. But when she became a high school student,
she changed her mind to rebel. She chooses to study
English and she had put her lots of efforts into studying.
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Finally, because of that efforts, she won the high school
competition and she changed many people's perspective.
Also, many people changed their attitudes against her.
After I read this text, I have a lot of empathy with this
text because of the similar situation with her. I came to
America last August and immediately faced with big
problems of English and discrimination. Before I came to
the US, I have studied harder because I want to live
without any problems in my daily life. Nevertheless, I
always faced problems because of my English skills. The
first time, I cannot understand what talking about and
trouble with communications with Americans. It scared
me to speak English. Also, I am a stranger here, when I go
to shopping mall or restaurants, I felt that the bluntly treat
from workers because of my poor English skills. However,
like the author, I tried to overcome that hardship through
English study. I studied many times English listening and
speaking also vocabularies. Because of that I successfully
finished my first semester in this college and got good
grades. I think in the text, she strongly argues that rebel
against hardship and provide motivation to the reader. It
made me engaged in reading the text. After that period, I
learn many things that I never give up and try to overcome.
('The School Days of an Indian Girl')
In conclusion, many people just give up or fall down
because of hardship but from these texts shows why we
need to study harder for the future or overcome hardship.
I really feel engaged and joyful through reading these
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texts. Through my experiences, I think reading the books
can improve my English skills and also learn many life
lessons.
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